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under whose auspices this was carried out has tried to 

encourage work on.new areas of Indian Politics which have not 
. \ . 

been touched so far. For.thisreason, the data ~ollected, 

and the conclusions drawn in this study are at best tentative, 

until further research is carried out in this field. State 

Politics is an area on which.very few studies have been 

conducted. Most studies on Indian-Politics tend to focus on . ' , 

the national scene and political activity at the l~vel of the 
' 

central government. However. the most important and interesting 

developments in India· to~ay, a~e taking place at the State 

level. The continuance and success of the Democratic order 

in India is largely dependent on the Indian states attaining 

political maturity, and economic self-sufficiency. Keeping 
.. 

this view point in mind, this study was_ undertaken. 

This project would not have been possible \~thout the 

able guidance of my advisor Professor Rasheeduddin Khan. I 

am grateful to him for his advice. patience and untiring 
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Brief IntroQ!lc:tion Qf The Theme · 

A significant feature of the Indian political system has 

been the dominant position occupied by the Indian National 

Congress Party both within the party system in India, and 

within the political system as a whole. Because of its large 

size and heterogenous composition, factional politics have 

always played an important role within the Congress party 
.. 

from the very beginning. Even before independence the 

Congress was a party divided into a number of groups all held 

together by the charismatic leadership of Gandhi• and the 

common desire to attain national independence. The existence 

of a large number of factions within the party has had a 

profound effect on its internal stxucture, the nature and 

composition of its mernbershi:p 1 its functioning. and in fact 
' 

has generated a distinct style of political behaviour which 

permeates Indian politics today. Inspite of its dominant 

position., however, the party has been the principal agent 

of political processes that can be negatively deserib~ as 

non-totalitarian, or positively described as involving, .a 

degree of personal liberty and democratic articulation. This 

is because democratic intervention between oppesing viewpi?ints 

and interests have been instutionalised in a party systfm\, 

which, while subject ~o some non-democratic currents, has 

provided a degree of 'stability and flexibility. One se~ of 

writers such as Selig Harrison, have argued in the past, 

that India must either develop a multi-party system, or face 



• 
the consequences of totalitarian wle. Such an analysis 

of the functioning of the Con~r,ss tends to focus on the 

structural requisites of a demo·cratic party system , its 
' 

outwa:rd foxms, without g.iving proper .attention to the 

internal functional operation of the system. The particular 

institutional arrangements of parties seem to be less 

important than the manner in which they function, and the 
, 

bases which support the particular style which has 

developed. It can be. argued, as it will be in the course 

of this work, that given a political system in which 

one-party is dominant, factionalism becomes the nexus of 

the political system to, or from which,· all politic;& 

must relate and hence is a key element in analysis. 

Factionalism which in India has often been cons ide red a 

negative term connoting internal dissension a~d self

seeking· at the expense of the larger body will be con

sidered in t~rms of its deeper ramificatiqns. In t~is 

study an attempt will be made to examine the work.it:t9 of 

the Congress party in U .P. between 1967 and 1974 by .. 

focusing attention on the role of factions within it. 
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OIAPTER 1 

Factions: A ConceptiQnal" Analysis Md WeSteJ:n s*" 
peritnent. 

ln a large number of the countries o.f 

Asia and Africa, undergoing mode:m1zati:on and poll

tical development, and where a single dominant 

party has emeJ:tged, factional polities have come to 

play an important role. ln most of these countries, 

a& in India, factional strife has been specially 

mal'lted within the zuling party. A number of reasons 

have been advanced for the ex1•tence of this 

phenomena. Many writers have held, that the process 

of the transfomation of a hetrogenous national move-. 

ment into a single coherent party afteJ:' Independence, 

bas led to a process of both tn·tegrat.ion and dis

integration dUring which time inteznal strife is 

inevitable. These divisions it ls pOinted out,· have 

occurred for a variety of reasons - the distribution 

of pCll'ler and status in the government. economic 
. ' . 

developnent1 foreign policy etc. Some writers in 

fact have interpreted factional behaviour 1n Indian 

politics as inevltabl•l• Pact!ons have been viewed 

as the principle stl'Uctural media though which the 

political process is modulated in systems of one-party 

Yariety2. Or again by another writer factional 

aetivity is seen as a reflection of the atteropt to 

l. Mary C.Carras, ~amits of Indian Political Factions. 
~ study Of Distr ct Councils In the State Of · 
Maharastra (Bombay: Cambridge University Press,l972) 

2. Ibid., J. 



adopt party organisation to the traditional society 

for the faction it is held, belongs .to the tradltlo• 

nal ordex:3. Fattions in fact, have .largely been 
I 

viewed as a part of 'the growing· pains. of aodeJnlza

tion whieb will disappear with the developn1ent of a 

fulL-fledged multi-party system. 

However, factions an found in such highly 

developed party systems as Britain and U.s.A .. factio

nalism. t.s a phenomena that in diffe:ring degrees .. 

plays an important role in the intexnal sttucture 

of all modexn political parties. Sven totalitarian 

systems like the USSf\ 1n p~aae to groupism t.bough, 

such strife· is usually explained in te:rms of a poweJ: 

stxuggle within the party. lt is important to 

remember that the Congress party, is a par1rY of pat

ronage. lt must be viewed as a politic;al organ:tsa• 

tlon whose leadei'shlp is coneemed with providing 

matet:ial and status satisfaction to its members 

•ather than an ldeological party faced with the p~ob· 

lern .of recone ilint diverse intellectual post tiona. 

In U .P. factions have played an important role in 'the 

economic llfe of the State. They have been responsl• 
' . 

ble not. only fo-r the rise and fall of govemments,but . . 
have dete~!ned by the1~ acti•ity the nature of the 

poli.cies adopted by the Govet=nment. Hence factioas 

it will be a~ued are basically and ult~ately, a 



faction of economic interest. The case studies on. 

suga~ end.land levy undertaken are merely examples 

of such aetlvi ty which pervades almost all spbefts 

of govelftment. 
. Jn 

The tem 'faction' bas been used b:f dlff""" 

... erent way$ henee· it is neeessaxv first to Uftde~ 
. . 

stand what we lllean by tbe phenomena of faet.ionallsm, 

and to explain why the $tudy of factional behaviour 

baa bee()tne eo ltnportant today. Mo~etnove~t- faetiQl'lS 
er~ found in all political· parties th'O\lgh the 

nature and extent of factional activity ma.y dlffes-. 

Factions are found in &Uch widely dlve~ent party 

systems as Bt"1tain which bas a two-party eystem $\d 

Italy wh1cb has a mu.lti•party &J$t-l. Hence a 

bs"lef survey of the patty systems of some~!'£ th• 

Weste~n countries. and theu expenence with thlt 

pheonmena would give us a better undeJ"standing of 
the various foxms of factional acttvity. this will 

paovlde us a tbeoJtlt:t.cal ftamewo* with which •• 

can analyse the woxaing of fattionel politics in the 

Congress party 1n weneralt ,and tn U.P. in panicula•. 
Fac tlonallsm ls a specific aspe~t of pol1 tieal 

behav'leut- manifested by rival groups wi'\hln a politi

cal party. Factions bave always existed within 

political part.tes, when governments wert mostly monar• 

chtcal. political factions consisted either of two 

groups vying for the royal fav,our 07; of supportex-s of 
I 

tht kind and bls opponen~s,. J;ventually it was out of 



factions t.hat paJ'ties emerged. The two texms wer• 

used &ynonymously fo~ sontetime and it has tak~ 

• party• a long time . to :rid 1 tsttlf of . t.he connota-

tion of the faction. Parti~s have aequ ired a respe

etable position. but factions have not been so aucc.,. 

ssful, lt was pa:rtly for this reason that for a long 

time political scientists devoted vexy little etttn• 

tlOil .to "\be analysis; of factional behavi~r. Tradltt

onally most studies of poliU.eal parties were based on 

this erroneous assumption that partie.s ·ar& and must 

· prltnarily be, do~rinal bodies. this tendency was dUe 

to the prevailint .liberal conception which viers the 

party primarily as an· ideological gro~p.,, and baa given 

rise to many interesting wor:Its wnieh belong ·rather 

to the history of political ideas tban sociological 

analysil. Hence very little importance was attached 

to tbe internal structure and fUnc-tioning of paxttes. 

ln l'ecent ·yean, however, a greater emphasis t.s being 

placed on the etudy of the informal groupinga which 

exist within it. Present day parties moreover are db

~t1ngu1sbed far more by tbeiJ' pZ'Qgram ox-, the class of 

their members than by theiJ' ideology. Th• party of 

*notables • bas given way to the ~eeognition that a 

party la a, "cOJI'UnUnity with a particular structure. w4 

Mode:m parties cu::e ebaracteriaed prlm.arily by their 

autono.y. The pmozoa of the fomer periods have 



betn succeeded by the 2oth century party with ·its 

complicated and differentiated oJ;'ganism. Hence we 

find use of the word *party machtne•. 

The importance of the tnt.exnal party oxganl

•Sation was flrst recognised by wrtteJ'S such as. 

Ost~gorsld.5 and later Michels6. f.Ol' long the study 

of the sociology of poli.Ucal parties was dominated 

by Michels, Iron Law of Ollga:rebical tendencies ~h1ch 

he applied to the internal functioning of pol.~tical 

parties. l't was believed that Oligarchs and Oligar-

4:h1cal pattet:ne develop tn all parties and most of the 

decisions are made by a few men at the top. Howeve~, 

' today it is not easy to believe that the many r.oenbe.n 

of a party - even if we think only of the activists· • 

can be united on a significant ldeology under a dom.l

nant leadership. A political party is, as Samuel 

Beer has said ,of the B~itish .L.abour Par!;y, •a c:oall

tiotl •bracing many interests and points of v1fJN7•. 

Such a change in the western world is mainly 

due to the rise 1n this century of three main broacl 

currents of politlcal thought: pluralist theory, 

elltl.st theory and irrationalis't theoJY. Plu raltsm ln 

the guise of gx-oup theor(, raised/ doubts about the 

socialist conception of the party• s purpose, and sugg• 



of g~oups eaeh with its distinctive a~ or goal, and 

that in consequence, any ae tion e£ the p~u:ty a$ a 

whole ean be undeJ:stood by analysing it into the aet.lon 

of these c()D)ponent groupe. Leaden of the party it 

held function as bJ>okers mediating between groups 

trying to combine tb$ demands of various groups wi'th 

conaptOttais., -1guity, and glod of principle a$ they 

fi.nd nece$$ary and effective. The er:itieal and most 

auggestive assenion waa that the componen' groups have 

different goals, and the equally important assertion· 

that all groups do ·not share the sam• goal. Pollowing 

this line of pluralist tbinking .Be:tnard CJ'ick· defined 

the ~beur Party as • • • • .. • • • a ·toalltton of diverse 

elass:, union, regional, ideological and even ethnic 

interest •••••• •8. 

the centx-al proposit.ion of elitirt theory bas 

been that 1P sueh a mas81ve pol1.tlcal formation as a 

modexn political partYt t.be inlt1at1ve and certainly 

the decisive power must be exexcised by the leadership. 

Thls leadership in traditional group theory was a 

single unified elite dictating to the rest of the so

•C1ety. .It is possible and more lilt ely,· however, that 

instead of a single elite,· or leadership group, we 

should find ctseles or echelons of influential persons 

at various level from the rank and file to the top 

chiefs. 

l.rrationafist theon proposed that leaders do 

not win and exex-cise influence on the party by purely 

a.Bernard Crick, "Britain• s Democratic Party, •Dl!, 
Na'lion C x Cl (D&cember 10, 1960) 12:453 · 
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rational persuas~on, and appeal to ideology ~·· Ratner 

1n the absence of a unifled image of party tdeology, 

the influen<:e of leaders is founded upon relt':!nc• on 

demogogic manipulation_ of sentiments, char1smat1c 

appeals and skillfully •manufacturing• the opinion of 

groups, and 1$posing it on its followers. 

nJe to these theories a large nmnber~of mult.i• 

factored dete%101nants within tb• intexnal parl.y organi• 

sat1on are belng st.udied which can help define the 

r;omplex nature of politic_al parties today. Oru~ of these 

detesmlnants which helps us to unde.rstand inteltJlal party 

stxuetur• is factionalism. 

ln sociological analysis, the texm faction can 

be used in one of two s.ense$9. Objectively it may 

denote, a certain condition without implying a value 

judgement. This condition occurs wben a sub-.gt:Ol,lp is 

fo:r:med from members of a larger gJ:OUp and they separate 

themselves fl'Qlll the rest. 

The ~o.ponents of a faction are (a) deftoite 

personnel the leaders at least should be clearly known 
I 

even if the boundaries ·of the membership are blurred 

(b) Enough organisation to provide the sub-group.with 

th.e 1\ldiments of stxucture and cohesion (e) a common 

interest which brings them together initially 

(d) common objectives to keep them together, for out

side that they are identified as having these relation

&hips {f) an opponent or opponents (e.g. a rival faction) 

9. 



regarded as competitors. 

Or, the word faction may also signify ttl 

addition t-o the objective conditions set forth 

above, an at'\itude 'tCJNards them. Until compara

tively recent times, this was unfavourable. It i.s 

expressed or implied the feeling that forming 

factions ts bad and they put asunde-,- those wbo 

ought to be un1t.ed. Kence all aspects of factions • 

t)leir membership, aims, strategies and tactic$ have 

been under general condemnation. 

today, howeve.-, the tenn faction is employe~ 

more sparingly and acc::~rately than in the seventeenth 

and eigh-.eenth_century •. It is used today (a) in 

c;ommun1ties ·~~~-well developed party systems to _ref ex 

to_ stxuggle~ ~v~,: l.ea~~xoshiP. and policy t}lat go ~ . ... 

be~een ~~-b-.groups within the party (b) in communities; 

wbe~e a pa~y syst~. has not yet developed and l~ ... 

describes ,-.ht:! ... ~lusters of persons from which parties 

'may develop latef~ 

In our s~udy' of factionalism it is necess~t:V 
l 

to distU\gulsh factions from o~her groups which m~Y. 

exis-t within a political party. In our study of ~.,.e __ . 

congress this is needed because of the large number_ of 

groups that eo-exist within it. Th:ree elements n~ye 
Jo-. d:;_e t'\S. 

long been of importance within parties, and clarity 

tepdfDCies. and non-aligned partlsonsl0 , 
n 
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A political faction may be defined, as a 

group of individuals based on representatives in 

Parliament who seek to further a broad range of 

policies through consciously organised political 

act1vity. 11 They are hence disting~ished.from alf. 

other groups .by having membership in Parliament· 

rather than in the Civil service, army or elsewhere. 

MC!r~over, as against all adhoe grou~s,· factions exist 
' ' 

through time and are fairly stable. Factions may be 
'' 

distinguished from exponents of a political tendency 

because factions are self consciously organised as a 

body with a measure of discipline, commitment to a 

common set of policies, and cohesion thus resulting. 

tf· contrast, a politicai tendency is a stable .set of 
' ' 

attitudes, rather than a stable group of politicians. 

It may be broadly defined as a body of attitudes expressed 
, I . 

in Parliament about a broad range of problems, the 

attitudes are held together by a more or less 

coherent political ideology, and all parties develop 

right or left wing tendencies. Political tendencies, 

unlike factions are fluid, unorganised and have no 

fixed personnel. Tendencies may form factions in time, 

but it ls not necessary. Parties with internal 

factions tend to have more clearly defined tendencies. 

Non-alignment is iden,tification with positions supported 

by the whole electoral party, rather than with factions 

11. Ibid. I !06 
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and tftt'lden~S.q. Non-ali·gnauant. ••Y S"esult f..coa an 
actlva concem wt.tb only the 9~•• dtffennc ... bn
••• po11t.J.cal panles, fz• a patslve •"ltude to

••n• polt.cy laau:••1 or fJ'OII • calculated de•ln to 

avoid loentlfkatlon wl.th ptntcul4r ttndencltt in 

Ol"dOI' to gain. po,.al•rity lft tht: party •• a whole. 

Jftthln \he party •r•t• in lndla web panlsant •n 

the ao-c~lled •lnctependenta•, who often c!)fttea\ el .. 

ct.lon• on an lhdtptlftdtnt tlcket but whO n\UJ:ta to 

the1 .. pany wbtn otfo.-ed • •1n1•t•a-ahlp. or when t"-l_. 

own. baqaS.nlnt pOaS.t.lma ..... ltJ:Ong. !Ncln; po~iode 

of ·lfttenH faett.cn..l1•1 non-•llpd part.lti!R• n
pnaent t.b• naouJCea ttblcb dls~t•nt• atttMPt to-. 

blU·•• on theb alde. Doth polltlc•l tMdencle• end 

non-.allgn-.J panl•an• lntenct wlt.h f~ctlon• to Cl"eau 

tb• JAt.ernal pow•~' pattea:n• of a po1J.t.1c•l pany. 

Flftally1 fectlma m1y be dlstlngul$bed fa:c. 

pmsure groupa b•••• th• f o~Nr •~• conc•rntd wtt.b 

a wtde .-anoe of po11t.icel ls•u•• including fonton 

aff•in .-nd d•fence •• well. as ecOfte*lc and aotlal 

welf~r•• Both •n organl.sttd QJ'OUPG and npn•tnt an 
atpG&:t of group behavlou~s both 61 tJlt\m orutnlM . 
aect1onal iftt&.test.t &nd NPH&ent aueh 1nt•n•ts.HGWev.r1. 

tb• dlatln{;\lon bet»fHA \be two 11•• in the fact 'tb•t 

while pJ~easure 91'0\lP& ped'om t.h••• f~netlont fol' • wbol.• 

aoc.lf?·ty. factlms ere svb-srstes withln 6 pa:ty and 

Iuane• catel' «tly to th• P•~'•onn.t of 'thst ptl'tY• 

J.n t,be awdy of pany pollt.ica, &~ltaln u oft.n 

eltod as the leadtng ••Pl• of ·• boaogenoua tlfo-pany 



system. However, it is not correct to label the 

whole party system by merely referring to the 

electoral position and role .of the parties coneet-

-ned. If w• distinguish between partie&- as 

•electoral institutions• and as •policy institutions• 

we realise ·that within ea~h party in Britain the.re 

are a number of groups which may from an •lectoral 

point. of view belong to th$ same party, but from the 

vtew-potnt of policy decisions are shasply divided. 

Behind the facade of unity maintained by the ~on. 

ventions of .Parliamen.t.ary govemment, M.Ps·. and 

Ministers can differ radically with each other, and 

confl1~ts in personalities, partY principles etc.can 

give rise to conflict. Hence partiea lf:a. lbt1tain as 
I 

els-here are instxuments of factions, vehicles of 

men seeking p011er and status, centres of social 

activities and so <>n. As Riehal:'d Rose has pointed 

out. withift each •electoral party• there are a num

ber of •policy parties•, and so it ls necessarv to 

ask not only wbi.~h electoral party has e Parliamen

tazy m·ajori t.y but also which •policy party• predo

minates in the victorious •electoral paxty•l2. The 

difference is important because often general ele

ctions may not Jesult 1n a formal c;hange in party 

govexnment, but in a confixmatiM 9 or removal of the 

combination in office. Policy parties (factions) 

emerge between elections and contrary to general 

belief play an tmportant role within the Parliamen
tary system. (l) They act as a counter weight against 
I2. ROse "'r\. 10, 105 ' · 
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pJ-essure grot;aps acting on the Cabinet (2) A united 

Cabin.et can fend off e:ri.tieism from the opposition 

party indefinitely, but the px::otest of a policy 

party wtthin a governing party is immediately fe.lt, 

and has often given rise to upset$ and defeat ln 

Parliament (3) The need to balance factions, tenden• 

cles and individuals one against another 1& a major 

restraint upon the power of th~ P.M. who traditio

nally has been looked upon as all-powenul once in 

powe1: (4) Policy divisions help to ata1ntain fle~tkli

litY and diversity in a political system 1n which 

outwaX'dly a grant of power is made to one party for 

a long period of time.! Thus we see that factions in 

Britain play an important role within the p·olitical 

ststem as a whole. As in India a single party may 

remain in power for a long time., but the surface 

cohesi.on of British parties reflects an eqU111bJ:U1um 

between forces pulling in different directions. 

factional behaviour in france provides a very 

different example of faetionalismt thus proving that 

the nature of factionalism is dependent on various 

factors. T'he fourth Republic of france was perhaps 

the era when factional politic.s pet:roeated a multi

party system, 1n.spite of the existence of a strong 

totalitarian partv.at the Right and an authoritarian 

party at the Lett. Successive eo&l1tlon gove~nts 

proved unstable due to the fact that parties which 

joined in a coalition could no-t satisfy all sections 
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of their membership regarding relations with other 

parties and on policy issues. Each group pulled 

the party i:fl different directions making C.!Jalitions 

between heterogenotJs parties unstable. However, 

underlying the weak structure and discipline 'Of the 

party system, lies the fac:t that factions dUrin~ 

this period in reality mi,rrored the lack ot eons.-.

SU$ over ideological issues in .French society. 

Hence factional behaviour was complex and must be 

viewed in the light of the total political situa:tion. 

But 1nstabllity did not mean 'l;otal discontinuity. 

The centre coalition remained in pewer and Cabinet 

reshuffles or even change in government merely me-ant 

bringing in or· dropping members of poweJ.1u1 faeticms 

whieh bad ei~her cur;ren_tly gained the uppeJ" band or 

been defeated on some ts•ue. For e.g. ~ett 

Schumann & Georges Bidault. until !954 between thetil 

monopolized the foreign Ministry (in different eoal.i

tion.s) bringing continuity 1n French foreign policy. 

The best example of a fact1o~ ridden party was the 

french Radical !'arty which prld~ itself on rt!!Presen

ting basic national characte~isties and was as deeply 

divided into groups, as Prench society ,itself. In 

the eyes of many members 1 t was more than a party; 

it was a "microcosm of France itself•ll. The groups 

within it ranged from Classical Radicals, .Liberal 

Radicals, Capatalist Radical to the Reactionary and 

:tht New Rad1cal!,l4. Howevtr, &nsplt,e of the 
13 • .francis De Tarr, The. F'£tnch1}dlcal Pagx(l.ondon: 

Oxford University Press, 196! : 239 

14. Ibid., XVI 



QZOUplSM with the party, tbe Bed1eal party played 

an important ~le on the French r;olltlcal scene 

durlng the post-wa~ yean. ln a verv s-eal sense, its 

ldeologlcal confusions we¥e e majol' source of strenQth, 

and with tho aid of t.'ts inte:nal dlvi&lons t.t was able 

to represent a la~e fract.ion of French opinion. 

Hence while factiona11e may on the one hand pJ:Ocllce 

1natabtl1ty, its positive role must be noted. In 

plu~llstic society factions provide representation to 

a lezoger section of soelety then ~rtles can. 

lnsptte of the exl.&tenee of a two party ayst• 

In America. the natun of factional activity ls 

dlffepnt fsosa that of lh:ltain., 1'h1s ls b~ause of 

a few ma1n facton .. (•} America has • Pre1ldentul 

system of government, and facttonall~ wlthtn 

legl&latlve parties does not lead to oovetnment•l 

~ lnatablllty, rather lt glv•a 1n0re 1:0011 fo~ gmup1• 

(b) Amel"let bas a federal· system of govez:nm.nt because 



of whleb parties operate at three levels • 

dtstrlet. state and national levels. The intezest 

of party members at these levels may not coirJcS.de 

(c)" In Amer1ea 1 the party machine has come t.o the 

forefront. Over the past fifty years, ·\S.ghtly mana

ged party organisation he& been replaced by • ~eme-

less - faceless • machlne whleb is highly fractiona-
,, 

lised leaving rooa for groups ai everv level. 

Factionalism ts found at all level& beginning 

from the districts. but it 1& at the State level 

that this phenomena is pa:rticularly seen and is re-

levant, in our study of State polltie& in India. The 

American states provide an intt.: rest inQ example of 

how deceptive the working of a party system een be 

unless we take lnto consideration the fictional 

activity going on w1tb the partle$.. Although, it. 

ts held that the Americal states have a two-party 

system1 only tn a dozen states do two majox parties 

eotJtpete on fai~ly even baai.s~ In the remainder of 

the· State&• ovexwhelmlng attachment, to one ox other 

party leads to a be~llde:ring vartety of f aetlons. The 
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great functions of parties • nomination of cand.i.dates, 

conduct of government etc. - is carried on by competing 

factions. for purposes of analysis we can place these 

States on a sliding scalel5• - At the centre of the scale, 

the Democratic end Republican pa;r;ties compete for control 

of the State Government in the fashion of the national 

parties. A~ one moves from this central point in one 

direction or other, the functions of parties are performed 

by factions within the electorally dominant party. Towards 

the two extremes of the scale, parties simply do not function 

. in the sense of providing altemative choices to the ele-

. ctorate. In these States, elections mean nothing, the 

essential decisions are made in the nomination process of 

~he dominant party by factions. The system of primaries 
\ 

.· ~eant to ;reduce party politics has· in reality encouraged 
\ 

: 'f.actiona·l fights. Thus in America, the party nationally 

\tends to be an alleg~~nce of state, district, city, and town 
\ . •. .•. ..... 
~~ ' . 

:. ~eader~· who work togeth;er during a: general election because 
'\ ' 

·;:Of the need of the hour. The national convention of the \. ' 

·• ~arty is a gathering of sovereigns, rather than subordinates 
/ _\:,._ 

\Under a Chairman. The party hence is not a disciplined 
'\ \. 

( 
1 ~rmy rather, it consists of centres of power. 

' ' {\, ~\·., '·~ 
1 •, Socialist parties are usually characterised by 
i' . 

I " 
\ 15. v.o. Key. Jr.· t ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

' ' I 
l 
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tight party discipline, a cadre-type organisation, 

and an elite leadership iJhich leaves very little 

room for groupism. However, the working of the 

Italian socialist part (PSI) in the 19505 affords an 

example of a socialist party affected by factional 

strif~16. Like france, Italy has a multi-party 

system, the PSI is one of the three major groupings 
-

consisting of the Social Democrats, the Socialists 

and Communists, that have cultivated the ground to the 

left of the Centre in Italian politics since world 

war II. The reasons underlying factionalism in the 

PSI are very different 'tram those which give rise to 

this phenomena in Britain, france and America. 

Factional groups in the Socialist party were basically 

divided over their party's relationship with the 

Communistsl7 • Till 19521 the PSI appeared to have 

been inextricably linked with the conmunists, but 

from 1952 onwards some groups came up which tried to 

support a left-centre coalition made up of the 

Social democrats, Christian Democrats and Republicans. 

They upheld the possibility of a "socialist alterna

tive• to the communists aiOund which the bulk of 

ltalian electorate could be gathered. Hence 'pro' and 

• anti' communist factions proliferated and they· have 

been sensitive to political changes i~ International 

Communism and Euxpp@an Communist sountires. The PSI 
16. Raphael Zarisk1 "The Italian Socialist Party:A 

Case Study In factional Conflict• ""'!fican Politi
cal Science Review II (June 1962) 5: 2-391 

17. lbid., 373 



factions hence are an example of £actions originatin g 

and reacting to international movements, situations 

and their party's attitude towards them. Such factors 

as, Italy• s close alignment with the west and its 

entry into NATO and the Common Market, the rapid eco-· 

-nomic growth in the country, Stalin's death and 

Soviet policy - these and other considerations, more 

than internal ones - had an impact on tntraparty 

conflict. 

Keeping 1n mind these examples of factional be

haviour we can come to a few general conclusions re

garding factionalism as a facet of pelitical beha

viour (a} Modem political parties are not dominated 

by a single xuling elite rather, they are made up 

of centres of power; a widely dispersed and democra

tic machine has replaced the oldeJ- h.ierarchical stru

cture and is J:Un by leaders found at various levels 
' ' 

and geographical points. The indiv~dual party fo:tms 

a •system• within which sub-systems (factions) operate 

and clash in order to gain control over the entire 

st:xuc;ture. To this extent all mode:xn parties are 

prone to factionalism {b) Faetions are found both in 
I 

. two party and mu 1 ti party systems. A two~part~ system 

as in Britain or in the American States does not 

consist of two homogenous parties, and when for a long 

time a single party dominates a5 in some American 

.States all political conflicts may take place within 
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the x.uling party (c)· Factional politics aff~ct le

-gislative activity in both Parliamentary and Pre. 

sidential systems. ln fact iP Britain as we saw, 

they have affected the position of the Cabinet, the · 

P.M. the opposition etc. (d) The fozmation of 

, coalitions when the dominant party loses its m(;ljo

•rity does not put an end to in-groupism. lnspite of 

its weaker position and awareness of inte:mal p.:ressuro. 

as in the PSI 1n Italy, factional politics continue. 

It is important to remember this• because if we look 

at the political scene in U .P. from 1967 onwards we 

find that the Congress party failed to gain a major~ty 

and had to enter into coalitions with other parties 

thus losing its dominant position until 1974. But 

factional strife did not cease~ it continued as before. 

Hence factionalism is a complex phenomena and 

the nature of factional activity is dependent upon a 

variety of factors. It is determined mainly by the 
' 

prevailing ideas and values in society which form as 

it were,, a political environment within which factions 

grow and develop, and secondly by the nature of the 

party system which provides the immediate setting 

within whic.h factions operat.e. ~eeping these theore

tical considerations in mind we now turn first, to 

an examination of the nature of t~e congress party in 

l.ndia at the Central and State levels, to discover the 

nature of factionalism within it . . 



CHAPTER - 2 

The f!g:tional Natlae of tJte Congress Padx 

The factional nature of' the Congress party can be 

understood only within the wider context of Indian Society 

as a whole. It has long been recognised that poli.t1cal 

parties do not function in a vacuum~ In every society, the . 

nature of the prevailing political parties, thei:r structttte 

mode of functioning. end style of performance Sl"e all 

determined and conditioned by the. social system within Yklieh 

they operate. The interaction ·between the *political• and 

the *social• creates the existing political culture and 

ideology. This is more significant in trans! tional societies 

such as India. undergoing moderni%ation and rapid social 

change, where the line of differentiation between t:raditlonal 

(kinship and community structures) and modern structures 

(parties, bureacracies) 1s still not very clear. In such 

societies reference merely to the outwards s structure of' 

parties is not enough. Hence in order to understand the 

nature of the Congress party a few basic determinafts have 

been adopted here which will enable us to understand the 

deeper-lying causes of factionalism ~ a phenomena very often 

explained m.erely in te:ans of personality struggles, or

ministerial versua organis.ational fights within the Congrest. 

·these at-e t• 

(a) The •socio-political environment• within •ich. the 

party as a whole functions, and with which it interacts. The 

Congress has both been fashioned by this environment, and has 

itself helped to ereate it. This environment has fostered the 

growth of factional politics in 'all political parties in Indla. 
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(b) The •'immediate environment• within whieh f.acttons 

grew and operate, that is the internal structure and pattern 

of the Congress party. Certain structural features of tbe 

Congress have also allowed factional politic$ to exist. 

(e) The role of seeo.nd parties and greup not aggregated 

by the dominant pa!:':ty, .Which an as pressure groups on the 

dominant pal"ty and government, and serve as an outlet for 

dissidents and .as initiators of new ideas. 

If we examine Indian society we find thcrt it 1s 1n 

evexy sense a *plural society•1• t'he ramificatiol')s of lts 
' 

plurality extend to so many sectors of collective life that 

one might as well say that India is plural in the most 

comprehensive sense of the word. lthn1cally, India 1s a 

laboratory of many races and theiJ' 1nter-mtx1n-g.Sociologically, 

todaY 1t has different suatas of people living as contempora

ries with totally different value-structures, norms and 

behaviour, yet co-existing within the same political society. 

Culturally and lingu1st1cally, there are well-marked, regions 

and sub-regt.ons. where people speak different, highly developed 

languages, retain a separate culture and distinct heritage,. which 

generates the twin seMtiments of alliance and discord with 

other contiguous regions. ln terms of religions communities 

it includes seven major .segments·. Hindus, Muslims., Christians, 

Sikhs, Bu~hists. J'ainists and Parsees. In its occupation 

structure and economy, India refieets a society fragmented at 

tts base by antagonistic class divisions maintained by profound 

disparities in income levels. The syndrome of political 
.t:.....A..-...-....._' . .. + ·-......... ~ 

DISS 
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'isms' of both the extreme Right and extreme teft .. Hence 

India today. is distinctively ""federal• in its socio-cultural 

ecology. 2 It is hence a classic 'example of a poll ty that has 

been universal! y reco·gnised as •uni ty in di versity•3• 

Another marked feature of Indian society is the 

absence of a consensus on 'basic values. Fundamental· disagree

ment in society over tbe kind of state India ought to have, 

the functions of such a state are divisive factors. Differ

ences of opinion exist in all societies but in countries 

such as Britain .• they are not fundamental differences.; In 

a society where values are in the process of rapid change, 

a aense of insecurity about ones beliefs is unavoidable. 

Hence, for: a continental policy like India segmented 

into different groUps, it is not surprising that the 

prevalent political structuring is in the form of factions 

based &i ther on caste interest, or leadership consideration • 

or a mixture of these factors rather than that which is based 

on parties which in terms of their political ambitions have 

to be at le$st state or region focussed. and 1n the nature 

of things have to be aggregative and int~ative. Parties in 

India have acquired a heterogenity of character. composed 

as they are of myriad groups and interests that constantly 

compete in the intra~arty struggle; on the other hand; a 

faction is closer knit homogenous entity promoting specific 
' . 

common interests and owing allegiance to a Common leader. 

While the party provides the structure and an ideological 

2. .Ibid, 20 
3. Rasheeddudin Khan • "The Regional Dimension• ssninar 164 

(April 1973) 4:33~45 



base to instut1onalized public opinion. factions give 

interest-orientation to intra-party politics and thereby 

provide party polities with real1sm.4 

Moreover, certain $oc1ological factors operating 

within Indian society encourage the formation of factions. 

A person v.ho joins a political party in India becomes a 

member of a faction..;. apparently he feels the need to be a· 

member of tightly knit face--to-face group~ This need in 

fact, is not confined to parties, in India nearly· every high 

school, college, office, etc., contains "eliques"~These are 

closed to outsiders and have their own social life and their 

own leaders!" Such cliques.exist in most western countries 

among students, but after they enter the job market~ these 

clique$ break up and business and family groups take their 

place .• In Asia where the break between old and new generation 

is severe these clique$ often continue. Even villages have· 

factions. Because of the faet that role differentiation has 

not taken place in these societies, each member spends 

considerable time in factional actiVity. Indian parties have 

full, or nearly full time members, these groups may communi

cate with each other, but very little with the outside.world. 

The member wbo joins afaction also gets a secure position, 

status, a leader and a sense of belonging necess~ry in a 

society undergoing rapid social changt11. A nunber of reasons 

keep the vat-ious factions together within the same party5 

(l) there is first th~ unique role of the leader who stands 

above all factions, in whose actions and judgment all members 

4. Ra$heeddudin Khan •The Indian Political Landscape•, 
!,_ndia Q,t!Qrterl;x XXIV(October-Dee$mber ,1968) 4:301-10. 

5. Myron Weiner, P rt Polit c 1 Ind a The Develo ent 
Of AMyl tx-Partv · ystenu New Jersey: Princeton University 
Preas 19_5_7) :237-47 __________ _ 



have full confidence, and who seems detached fxoom thG formal 

organisation of the party (e.g. Nehru). The leader is the 

eompriser of the factional disputes• the source of prestige 

· to the party. and tne absolute source for the articulation 

of the values held by the group (11) A second major factor 

is the level of toleration which one group bas for the other, 

and has been the major SO\JrCO of strength of the congress. 
. . 

Many factors unify the congress - (a) It i.s the governing 

party, a faction which breaks off has to start ·building 

anew (b) Those who wish to win power through the. 'electoral 

system prefer to keep within the congress rathet" than join 

the oppos1t1on (c) As a result of having been a collection 

of diverse factions for so many decades the congress party 

has built ~ an effective machinery for conflict resolution 
~ 

by which di seiplinary powers can be used. The tolerance 

level in the congress is higher than in other parties which 

are hence prone to splits. {iii) A third unifying factor is 
• 

that tbe Indian opposition par1;,y is generally united by a 
• 

consensus on the basic party thesis which ctts across factions. 

As long as such unity continue, the faeUons are likely to 

remain with the party. But such a split i.s usually unavold· 

able once disagreement over pa-rty issues ari~es. It has been 

a source of strength to the C~ngress that factional disputes 

within the party do not coincide with ideole»gieal disputes. 

The immediate environment within which factions· function . 

the party structure - is tne result of both historical growth 

and certain eont.emporary factors prevalent in India today .It ts 

important to remember that the Congress took root and carne to 

po..er, riot a political party but as a movement for Independence. 

The Indian National Congress has· been one of the world's most 



outstand!n9 and successful prototypes of a movement whieh 

unified all sect~ons of a diverse people,.and their groups, 

and segments and fused them lnto a eollective whole th.at 

. ; struggled for ~ndependence. Once Independep.ce carne,· the 
.! 
f 

1 , political context had qualitatively changed. In this milieu, 

the Congress'or any other organisation could remain, or 

aspire to remain, a movement only if i.t rema.lned outside the 

instl tution s of power and the organs of oovernmerit. This is 

a vital distinction. Political movements after capturing power 

no~mally get transformed into a power stl'uetur:e that reuult& 

leadership cadres to t-un that power structure. 6 

Th• Congnss has always been too alftOX'phous a body to 

get reduced to the size ·of a cohex"ent party. The :real dilemna 

facing the Congress is that it bas eeased to b• a 'movement' 

without really becoming a 'party•/ It has all the inherited

attributes of a movement ~. organisational amo~phousness, 

heterogeneity of membership composition • en all - tnclusi•n.ss 

in tC!rms of divergent ideological accommodation, capacity to 

internalize conflict, etc., but it does not have its clear 

direction, and unified and dedicated conmitment to a singl• 

objective. Hence today, the Congress is prone to factions 

because 1t represents by its•lf an •autonomous polttleal 

syste•8 made up of various groUps. 

~ter Independence the Congress as the dominant party 

within the Indian political sys'tem, had to begin the task of 

nation building. Political organisation ls important in the 

6. Rasheeduddin Khan, •Checking The Drift• Sem&nar 121 
(September, 1969) 9: 30-«l. 

7. Ibid, 32 
8. !!?!s!, 32 
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process of development. Huntington speaks of the rieed for 
/ . 

a. modernizing p~ocess to develop. "the capacity to assimilate 

into the system the .social forces which result from moderniza

tion~• Lucian Pye too notes that •political development is 

rel·ated to an increased ability to organise associations of 

people and to mana.ge complex strue~ures• 1<? 1'he party at this 

stage had no time to- reorganise its o.rt interval structure it 

had to try and aecomnodate and satisfy a wlde variety of groq>s 

and interests ·in the name of national integration. It remained 

stable because· 1t·bas always atteupted to adept~ and not change.] 

The Congress bas continued as a faction - ridden party 

because its organisation reveal&d-an in-buUt hospitality 

for power aeeking parasites and political vagabonds. 1~ the 

dominant party the congress was interested in inducting social 
' . 

groUps and strata which had wi therto x-emained de-politicized 

1n order to widen its mass base, and on the other hand ambitious 

congregations eager to share power were keen to enter the congress 

by wearing •white caps• and chanting current political mantras. 

With this a new pattern of demography has emerged.which in te:rms 

of composition and ideals, is a clean break from the past.Tbe 

continuity of the congre.ss for eighty-four yeax-s,enphasised for 

the courtesy. of history, is fol;' eonte~orary politics a "notional• 

factor. To these new clJngressmen, tho pre .... independence phase 
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of the congress has not much emotive relian¢e. Hence, ever 

more since independence the Congress bas come to t-epresent a 

•macro .... pol,.tical system•12• a sort of a federal arrangement, 

, holding tog4th~r micro sub-system - the factions, fo,ruros, 

lobbies. eotter1es etc. whieh constantly intel"act on the 

political process of the congress. this ~ast infrastructure 

based on consideration of eaete, interest, regi~n,, and 

personality and teflecting ir. politics the divisions in 

society, has been maintained by the new elite which flnd$ tt 

of distinct advantage.] 

H 
Factions find, ~.t easy to operttte ~thin the congress 

because, ~lthough it is a dominant party, it also offers 

M.thin itself a wide range of altex-nation lind competition for 

groups aspiring to control the party executive. Hen-e it ta 

essential to examine the :relationship between dominance. 

alternation, and competition.13 If we me~n by eompetiti.w 

politics some. form of alternation between parties, it is 

too narrow a use ·of term_. In fact competition without 

alternation is poss1ble1 though under speeial conditione. 

Betwen the two extremes of' dominance and a1 ternaUon, 

competition can mean the presence ln a ·political system of 

opportunities for open and effective disse~ This must be seen 

aa occupying one position on a matrix of variables. On one 

side, the scale runs from single to dominant to alternating 

parties, on the otheJ:, are plae~d •degrees of openness•, both 

in the internal structure of parties as well as their inter

relationship .• l'he~>e ean be vart.o-u~J kinds of combinations, 

12. I~id, 34 
13. W. H.Morris-Jones •Dominance & D1t»sen.·. t• t Gove~ent 

And Opposition I (July.,.S~tember, 1966}3:451 7 
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whieh can be regarded as yielding a polities of 1Dissent•l4. 

Hence f# from competitive politics be1nt a peculiarity o£ only 

alt.ernating systen, it tan also characterize dominant parties 

of open structures, such as the congress. This openness of 

structure allows factions freedom of act1vi ty w1 thin the party. 

This shows that the function of politics to dfer a choice 

betY~een al ternati v"' sets of polifles and personnel may be a 

gx-oss over-simplification. 

It is preei&ely due tc the open structure of the 

congress that the role of second partie$ $nd groups becomes 

important in our study of factionalism. Just as 1nt(traetion 

with the political environment as whole has shaped the congress 

pa:rty, so interaction aftd interpenetration with other parties 

has created a distinct style of facti.onalism. 'n11s aspect of 

factional activity is important where th@ role of the congress 

party at the level of the States is concerned because ·in many 

_cases alternation wit~ the oppos1 tion has become necessary(The 

congress party is characterised by openness of three distinct 

kinds.15 (i)The party itself is open:r movement in and out of the 
' 

organisation is lairly free, eompeti tion f~r power within the 

party is vigorous and knowledge of these inner shifts and 

struggles i.s quite open to the pUbliC (ii) !t is open to other 

parties to ent.er into competion for power, though they may not 

find it easy to do so.(iii) Finally,there is a most important 

openness in the relations between the congress and other parties: 

not merely is there an absence of barriers but there is positive 

14. !big, 452 
15.. Ibid. 

' 
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communication between them. Th~ opposition pa:rties may not 

altern ate with the Congress at. the eentre, but they address 

not so m~h the electorate; but like-minded group$ in the 

dominant party. The$e parties funet1on on the margin of the 

dominant party, a"d this m<trginal pressure 1s &1gn1fieant. 

Inside the margin ar~ various faetions with:i:n the major party, 

outside t~e margin c;re opposition groups whose .rult is to 

constantly cri tieise. pressuriz&, eens'Ure and influence it by 

influencing o.pinion and interests w! thin the margin; and 

above all. exert the threat., tha~ ~~ the ruling party. strays 

aw~Jy too far from the balance of public opinion, ., d if the 

factional system within 1t is not mobilized to restore the 

balance,· it will be displaced from power by oppositlo1" groups. 

Both the bUilt-in corrective through factionalt.sm. and the 

idea of a latent. threat from outside. are parties of the 

congress system. Hence factionalism provides e comprehensive 

mechanism of changtt, a system of . conflict art1culat~on and 

resolution, and a system of communication~& between society 

and politic91hi1i aspett of factional activity will be further· 

developed in the next chapter in d~aling. with factionalism 

within the congress party in U.P. 

Tk~ fset1onal natU'te of tbe ~ongross has b•cm expressed 

outwatrdly in three major forms since. Independence { a)Conflicts 

have arisen ft'om the growth of tw:> wings in the pttrty - the 

•governmental and the organisaticnal wing•. However the two 

are net sharp divisions and overlap each othe.r in teX'!Ds of 

membership conposition ~nd function~ hence the use of this 

terminolt<n is not really speaking accurate (b) Conflicts 

have #1sen from the need to balance a ntmber of comp&tlng . 



factions centering on indi vidu~ls ideolClgies and m&jor issues. 

· Within the Congress. Right and Left wings groups hav, always 

existed. com" into conflf.ct. yet tolerated each other (c). Oort..

flicts have ariaen of an lntre-or9anisational natta:e between the 

congx-et>$ and its many auxiliaries, such as tbe Trade union or 
. .· b.f!..e.A 

Student wing. All· these !truetural .conflte·ts have !\dealt with 

in detail for long and hence will not be taken ~ her•. 

Moreover. they are only outward !l!iymptoms o.f the i·nternal 

problems of t}le party •16 

1\ s~vey of factionalism wi~hin the congre&s p&t'ty 

liOUld not be tomplete witbo"t a b%'1ef look at the functioning 

of the party ·at the State level because it here, rather than 

at the central level that faetional a<:'tivity S.s centered. 

Important changts have aceured tn the rela·tionship 

betv~en one level of the party and another since Independence. 

Before tnd~pendence, a handful of men at the national level 

such t.he Congress President. the CWQ, end Gandhi, datermin•d 

the overall congress policies. Ministers were determined and 

eontrolled by them. Sut at the same time, the Central leaders 

always depended on the State level workers for support. Men 

such as GoVind Vallahh Pant in U.P. and Patel in Gujarat •r• 

indispensable to the 'eongresa pU"ty. Since independenc•, • 

new ela$S of leadert have come '4> at the State lew! • beeau" 

of the federel nature of our eonsti tution. In theory the congress 

is 8 centralised party, but State pa:r:ty organisations ar• now 

financially and pol1t1cally autonomous. The State leaders have 

16. Stanley A. Kochanek, TBe ~n~ress Perty of Xndiat The 
~nam1cs Of Qoe fAj~ §lri!PcriiV (New Jerseya Prineeion 

niversi'Ey Press. 8~ . 

W • .J .Morr1s-1ones Ggveynment And Politics Jn India(Londont 
Hutchinson & CO. 1 a4 
Myron Weiner,(). 5, To mention only s few. 
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aceess to patronage fer their members'hip and their influenc• 

over .State and local administration makes it possible for them 

to •Service• voters. Aeeording to the party eonsti tution · 

the Central &l~ctton Cc:nnmisston und&r the ewe dete~ines who 

will reeeive Parliamentary and State Assembly elcaetton tickets. 

In practice, the J!lection Comni$sion now merely accepts the 

recommendation of the State Party organisation. To re·fuse,. 

tn fact. without eause would result in a conflict between 

Qmtral and St&te organisation, which the eentTal crgan1.sat1on 

.ould not welcome, as it may not always win. The State level 

leaders moteover exercise a lot of patronage at the national 

level. It is.unllkely that a P.M. could be selected without 

the approval of the .State Chief Ministers. In fact 1t has now 

become eustomary fo.t the CWC to invite Congress Chief Ministers 

who are not members of the ewe, when any question of n~tional 

lmportanee is discussed. After Nehru's death, e.g. the Congress 

C.Ms. were called to discuss the problem of a successor. In 

1959, there was a proposal that all Congress C.Ms. should be 

included in the ewe as sitting member• during their term. A 

congress reorganisation conm1itee in 196o rejected this proposal 

which might have brought a radical change in the feder·al po•r 

structt¢e of the party. specially a ftC". the death of the Tall 
' 

leaders. Even . before Nehru• s death. the importance of the 

rising eongress elite was realised. The Karnrllj Plan ostensibly 

meant to send top leaders to the people, was reallY a hurdle 

fer Nehru to purge the party both at the centre and the States 

of irksome faction leaders and contenders of pow~. 



Factional aetivity at the $tate l~vel is different 

from that at the central level. This is nst:Jral because 

while at the <:entre.. the issues are of national importance 

both in the context fol' leadership and party policy., at the 

state level. the issues are regional and local. The State 
l"'.'·tof:~· 

lev~l party organisati.on roust be SE-·en as standing between the 

Central and the di$t:l;ict level o:cganisat1ons. Hence its 

position, inter-relationship with other levels, is important 

and determines to a large extent factional activity at the 

$t.ate level. Once -we leave the rarefied .atmo&phere of 

. Parliament. Central bu:reacraey and CWC and go down to the State 

and lower levels, although the formal ~roeedures find elo$e 

resemblance to those found in the higher level, the &ctual 

process of decision-making differs. 

tf we go do'M'l to the Mandal level and proeeed Upwa:tds 

we £ind a number of levels all interacting with f!aeh other .. 

t:aetions at the local level are based on caste, kinshiP and 

personal loyalties, the last being the most impot-tant. 

Dominant personali t1es provide the rall yin\( points of opposing 

factions, but kin end caste ties are brought in pl~y to impart 

stob1lity tc D'ierely personal followings. These ~e further 

reinforced by the dispensation of patron.age and the per$onality 

of the leader. The result .S.s elear di..vislons that ar• openly 

avowed and that give rise to constant conflicts and 

adjustments. Q\ miniature party syfitetn has emer9ed within the 

congress in many localities. Members of the mandal committee, 

although they have no party organisation. at the village 1 evel 

maintain contact through the local board, District Devel~pment 
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Conmittees, Panchayats; etc. The vil~age is the starting 

point., the cock-pit of local factions whose lead~rs are 

often Mandai Committee members. The Mandal level factions 

are linked w1 th important groups in the DCC and PCC. The 

sYstem of communications between the various levels are 

complex and important, each level 1s self contained. though 

leaders may come from above to settle dispUtes. To complete 

the picture, the strength of the State factions depends on 

the weight they carry with the High Command and Union 

government. The process is similar to that in the DCC & PCC 

but is, as we shall see in the next chapter in dealing ~th 
,, 

U.P., of greater impor-tance as .it affect~ the incidence of 

political mol"tality in the States. 

The factional system has henee got aggregated at the 

State level where it has been operated through two new 

tiers of political organisation, a managerial class of 

politicians occupying critical organisational positions in 

the State and District Congresses, and a elass'of •Link-men• 

in the field through whom they operate. Whtle at the 

village and Mandal 1 evel personal! ty and caste may be 

important factors, at the State level, ¢onsiderations of 

policy and eeonomic interest are more important, as important 

decisions are made at this level. The patronage system, 
' 

whieh allows factions to become a function of interest 

seeps from the State level downwards to the -tiring level• 

• whctre the development plans . are really put into action. 

The basis for this competitiveness are different in 

different States, and its impact on the governmental 



performance and development of the State varies, but the 

institutional forms it takes on. are very similar. Congress 

dissidents form a faction and attempt to '¢lain control of the 

p·arty organisation, specially the PCC and the Cabinet which 

determine party nominations and finane·es on the one hand. and 

e-¢onom1e policies on the otbe~, I.ntea.-part.y competitiveness 

1s hence manifested by a struggle for <;ontl:'Ol o~r the 'P .c. c • 

. and then between the P.e.c. and the government .. The politically 

mo&t successful end durable Chief Mird.s~ert are those who 

have retained tont~ol over the party organ1$a't1on. Among the 

mo$t skilled Gh!ef Ministers and therefore, the most stable 

states past and present (in terms of office) ~ have been fl"om 

for e. g. Madra:a (t(amraj), Rajasthan (Sukhadia) , Mahar astra 

(Chavan and later V.P.Nalk}. ln U.P. since the 19'74 'elections 
. ---

H.N. Bahug6na has been suecessf\11 becaus• he has contl'Ol 

over both wtn;s. In a few states no Chi•t Minister in 

recent ttmes has been able to retain effective control 

leading to factionalism and instabl.lity. Electoral deftult 

for the congress at the State level has been associated w1 th 

intemal party factionalism. Tbeze ls hence, a relationship 

between a low congress vote, ensuring inst.ability and · 

faetion~lism. •The single and most significant variable then, 

in this establishment of stable governments bas been the 

political skill of the congress leadership - the skill to 

build coalitions of factions-or ~o place their own faction in 

a dominating position in the government and in the congr•ss 

party simultaneously. No other variable therefore - degree 

·of, urbanization, literacy., the patterns of social organisation, 



or for that matter, the speed of economic growth • eorrelate 

with :the stability of government•17• Hence the operative 

political ·categories in the States are the political factions 

within the congress. These faction., have their own structure 

and lines of communication and constitute an intrie~te system 

of deeislon-msk1ng ·in India. They can with some intensive 

study be as precisely located as t.he more formal institutions. 

Confronted by contending groups within the party. sorne 

O,tef Mintstera have followed the strategy of cittell\'ting to 

achtew a balanced government in which all 9roops .ar• 

represented,. or one in which only his own faet1on is repl"e• 

&en ted, thus atterrpt.ing to dlssol ve the othe~ by denying them 

patronage powers. Ofteh the Chief Minister 1s forced to retain 

undel' his own personal control some of the polit1celly most 

sensitive· portfolios su~h as Home. These problems have arisen 

latelY beQause it has been the practice to prohibit Chi•f 

Ministers from be1r19 President of the P .c. C. at the same 

time. Finally the central leadership bas been able to play 

a considerable role i·n the ri val):ies between rival/ congress 

factions, and in fact often encouraged lt by supporting one 

faction against another.-' the c.P.B. and the c.w.c. bas ample 

power& to lnterfer• in the working of the· ·P.C.C$, and much 

advantage has betm· taken of this fact. Direct intervention 

o.f the Hlgh Command bas often taken plaee· too. 

' 
17. .Myron W.lner, Stff.e Poli~c& tn India 

(New Jersey r Prnceton~lversity Pres&,l968) : 54 
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In order to understand the role of f aetionaliam a.t 

the State level, it is necessary not merely to refer to the 

internal structure of the party. A numbex- of socio-economic 

variables must be borne in m1nd. 18• It 1 s because of them that 

t.he various faetion•ridden states •xhibit factional politics 

of differing varieties. These faetors both dir~ctly and 

indirectl-y: influence the system of fact1onal1em prevailing 

in the State. These are worthy of mention beeause they have 

often been forgotten.· Fa4tional polltic·s must be studied 

in their wider .ramificationa. 

0 is Mcesury to enqllire fbstly, into tlul bistoz:l.cel 

identity of a State under study. While India as a nation bas 

a sense of historic~ identity of lts own,· ea¢b of the .States 

have their respect! ve identities as w&ll. 'l"he· ·various States 

as const1 tuted at present often eonsist of severel h:t.storical. 

identities which inapit• of mer9er still ~etain_ & sense of 

lndtvidt,~ai 1dentif1eatian• States .like Andhra. ·made up of 

-- · ···l'~ierigana ~and .!'ndht'a, Raj.astban made ·\tP of several ex-princely 

States, Madhya Pradesh consisting of \liibal areas as well as 

parts of .Madhokosal· ete. ·all experte·nce internal tension. 

t.if1gulstic and regional tensions of this typ~ are mirrored 

within the factional system of the congress in such States_ 
, I 

e.g. Jats and Rajputs in Rajasthan, Andhras and Telengan1ties 

etc. Moreover. 1t is equally pertinent to ~•e whether a 

partlcul ar State or a part of 1t was .under 8d. t1sh rule or 

the erstwhUe princely states • because this provide$ an 

18 Iqbal Narain, State 'Politics In India (ed) Meerutt 
Meenakshl Publications 1961) : Introduction. 
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insight into the level of political consciousness and patterns 

of political leadership. U.P. for example had a highly 

developed leadership long before independence whereas,States 

like Rajasthan again were subject to feudal rule and leader

ship an9 experienced relatively less political development. 

It is also relevant to ask how far reorganisation has promoted 

political integration in the various states. The size of a 

State is also important, because that leads to diversity .and 
~H· 

distance among. people living in far lying areas. 

Economic development is a crucial factor. The pace of 

industrial .and agricultural development, and the general level 

of economic growth in a State, may go a long way in shaping 

the form of its politics and its relationship vis-a-vis the 

centre. ln a. large State, some areas may be highly developed 

whereas some may be very backward, this would create tension 

among politicians coming from these respective areas. This 

tension is seen in, Bihar, U.P., M.f. and Rajasthan.Moreover 

the roral-urban dichotomy in developnent is important and 

create divisions among congressmen belonging to the rural areas 

and urban ·towns. Their class interests also clash when one 

section supports the landed gentry in the rural areas,whereas 

the other insists on land reform and land ceilings. 

Infra-structure which manifests itself in the social 

pluralism of the country is another important aspect.Caste 

and religion besides class form., "the key board of State 

;fpolitics•l9 .In Bihar Raj puts and Bhumihars,in Andhra Kammas ancl 

Rgddis. 1n Mysore the Vgkkaligas and Lipgay:;ts.in Rajasthan 
*iw i:eith 
19. Ibid 



Jats and Rajputs, in U.P 9 Brahmin and J<ayasthas ete. have 

all contributed to eleavages within society, and within the 

congress party i:n these States. 

Thus we see that factional politics have played a 

eontral role wi.thin the congress party. The continued 

exi~tenee of the eon9ress as an amorphous and heterogenous 

organisatit:>n, and environmental facto~A¢eb t~s the politic:al 

traditions 8nd values. the divi$1ve and heterogenous nature 

of Indian soeiety, have all contributed. to the continued 

existence of factional politics. The congr~ss party has . 

. enjoyed a major! ty at the Central level. $1nc:e 1947, and 

hence the ~ntrap~ty struggl e• w1 thin 1 t h~ve had an important 

effect on. the Indian political system.20 fa·et!ons have had 

en important· role to play ( 1) They have prevented the rise of 

a monolithic st3te and !n the absence of outside opposition by 

pr.oviding a built-in one ( ii) Within the party too they have 

allowed readjustments modifying the law of oligarchy found in 

many parties of the third wo~1d{iii) They have provided a 

ehannel for constant interaction between o-pposing interests and 

lent flexibility to th~ political process. In short, they haw 

made *politics of diseussion•21 ~th possible snd neeessa~ 
In the context of Stete polities factionalism has deter

mined the stability of' congress governments .• Where fa.ctionallsm 

has been raopant and beyond control it has led to frequent change 

of governments, resulting in poor administration and low economic 

development. Henee !t ls at the State 1 evel that the role of 

factionalism in political development needs to be st~died. With 

thi$ background of the factional nature of the congress we turn 

now to a eontiideration of factionalism i.n U.P. 

20. Rajni Kothari, -Party Politics In Ind1a ... V" Economic Weekly 
XIII (June 13,1961) 22t947-S5 
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CHAfTi! ... a 
Factional Politics in U .P. (1967-74) 

factional politics have played an important 

role in most of the Indian States whe,re the Congress 

party has been in power, but nowhere has factionalism 

been as rampant, as in U.P. ~ no other State, except 

perhaps Bihar, have factions detexmined the life and 

stability of successive govexnments, affected the 

rate of economic growth, the proper xunning of the 

administrative machinery of the government, and the 

rise and fall of leaders as in u.P. Politically U.P. 

has alway$ been one of the most important States 

within the Indian union. Before independenc•, most 

of the important leaders of the national movement 

suc:h as the NehX\ts (Motilal and Jawaharlal}, Govind 

Vallabh Pant. Rafi Ahmad Kidwa1 and Pur.shot:t.am Das 

Tandon among many others, came from U.P. Since inde

pendence U.P. bas provided us with three Prime 

Ministers, and it sends the largest number of M.Ps. 

(83) to the Central Parliament. Because of all these 

factors, U.P. has always enjoyed a predominant pesl

t1on 1n all-India, and specially, in Congress politics. 

Successive Congress leaders, beginning from Nehxu 

have .always been very active in the internal affairs 

of U .P., and specially before a general election it 

bas received very close attention because of the large 

continent of M.Ps. it sends. Yet paradoxically it 

bas remained economically neglected and backward. 



factionalism, it is t.ue, is a fo~ of political 

actl.vity • but social scientists are today aware that 

political action <:~oes .not take place in a vacuum. 

Geography, demography, social and e<:onomie conditions 

of a State profoundly influence the political attitudes 

and behav1ou r of people. Sine e the 195()& • U .P. has 

been passing through almost an endless periOd of er1$1s 

and although the present gove:r:nment is stab'+e, yet 
. \ . 

·&uch outward stability may be deceptive. A ri~mber of 
\ 

factors have conditioned U .. p. polities from th·e. very 
\ 

beginning. " 

Geographically, U .P. is one of the biggest \states 
. \ 

in Indian union. There are; broadly speaking, t.hre.~ 

major geographical areas in U .P.1 .. northern mountains, 

the central plains and the southexn bills. The central 

plains area of U .P. forms part of the Gangetic plain• 

but ,it can again be divided into two iJnportant areas -

the upper Ganges Plain, eompri$1ng of all the Westem 

and Central plains districts, the middle Ganges plain 

made up of the eastern distr.icts of the State and 

more like the plains of Bihar. Because of climatic 

differences·, the easte.zn and western districts of U .P. 

are economically, socially and culturally ve7/Y diver$e. 

Eacn'of th~se three areas are themselves quite large 

and can be sub-divided into regions such as the Doab, 



Rohilkhand, Oudh, Gorakhpur and Banaras, Each of 

these regi.ons are geographically separate and have 

a distinct personality of their own. 

lt is not merely the sheer size of the State 

but also certain ~istorieal factors, which havt;t 

contributed to make the political system as. 1 t 

exists today. S·ituated Qll the Gangetic Plain. it 

has been the •heartland• of India where successive 

invaders have settled giving it a broad outlook. At 

no time before the British occupation was it govetned 

from one seat of power, rather it was ruled in 

different fragments. It is· essentially an artifact 

put together· by the British gradually by conquest and 

later reconstituted in independent India. Hence U .P., 
l 

as it stands today has no historic.al background. The 

result from the political point of view is 

significant2 while people consider themselves still 

as belonging to OUdh and Agra. they have no bistort 

to bind them as a unit. U.P. has Rever had a distinct 

personality like Tamilnad\1, Bengal or even Punjab and 

·it is not linguistically or culturally homogenous. 

Thus while the t:est of the provincial people could 

be described as Bengal 1st Punjabis; etc., there is no 
. . 

provincial name for 11Upites*', except perhaps liindus-

thani which could as well mean Indian. Hence, the 

2. K. V. Rao & L. Vtnkatraman; U ,P •: Po&itic!a A Soeio
~olitical In$"1:retationt cited iii Iqba Narain, 
··tate l>olitiGs · n lpdll ed) (Meemt: Meenakshi 
Publications, 1967):28 91. 
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common man 1den~if1es himself either with his 

narrow locality, or with the whole of India • 
~,~ 

there u no national or regional loyalties which . ' 

could overcome the divisions responsible for the 

fragmentation of politics. The differences bet-
' 

ween regions are mere shadings not sharp distin• 

etions. The vi:rulent anti-Brahmlnism of South 

lndia, the Kamma - Reddi friction in Andhra .and 
I 

the hill-versu s•plains friction in Orissa px-esent 
&\-

tensions of"' type which are almost negligible in 

U .P. In most otheJ" States; major lssues, eoneer ... 

ning State boundaries and language have aroused 

emotions, but in U .P. these factors have not played 

a major role.. In the near absence of cataslysmic 

issues which might prove a threat to a rulin-g 

dominant party when taken up by opposition parties, 
, .. 

factionalism with the Congress party ha$ continued 
/1 

undisturbed sinee .1947. 

f!n U .P., there is no •dominant caste • as in 

,some of the States such as Andhra (Kammas and 

Reddis), Guj rat (Patidars) and Kerala (Nayars)3. Ia 

the Himalayan hill districts, the thakurs constitute 

locally a dominant caste, but elsewhere there are no 

castes with more than 25% of a districtt s population. 

The numerically larger castes moreover - Brahmins, 

Yadavs, Chamars and Tbakurs • tend to be state-wide 

rather than regional in distribution • However, Caste, 

3. Angela Burger, Qp~osition In A Rgminant Pflx, sfstem 
(Bombay: Oaford university Press, Univers tv 0 
California, 1969): 25 



Hindus, who are numerically smaller, are concentr-ated 

in the westexn region. for a long time, political and 

econom.ic leadership was left with' the west, while of 

late, the-backward castes are organising themselves. 

This conflict between the upper and lower caste$, and 

consequent shift in leadership means not only a diss ... 

ens1on among classes, but a pull from westexn towards 

eastem U .P. This has introduced its own convulsions. 

Economically, U.P. has always been poor, and 

between the Eastem and Western districts there is a 

large amount of economic disparity which has produced 
' 

political tension. The ·eastem districts are among 

the most poverty-stricken 1n India and have a higher 

population density, and a highe• proportion of persons 

engaged in agriculture, together with average rural 

land holdings of smaller size and a lower degree of ur

banization than the weste~n districts4. The more indus

trialised and urbanized western districts are economically 

better off, although some of them are undergoing develop.. 

.. ment, and some others are in a state of decline. 

When the socio-economic indices are viewed to

gether, it becomes obvious that boundaries do not accu- · 

mulate in U.P. Regional boundaries are loose, and there 

is no regional identification, language divisi~s are 

modified. by caste distributions and caste ls divided by 

economic indices and so forth. All this indicates that 

u.p. as a separate sub-system within the Indian union 



lacks political integration. Political intetegration 

has been defined as a •relationship of community 

among people within the same political entity•, who 

are held together by •mutual ties •••••••••••• which 

give the group a feeling of .identity and awareness. "5 
Se-V.t-Yo-..1 . 
Gefte~el factors have been suggested as empirical 

measures of. political integration6. Pmong then some 

of which may be applied to U.P. are (l) Homogenity 

(2) Mutuality of interests. (3) Shared functional in

terests and (4) the "Motive pattexn of a 'group•. The 

last three are in fact measures of homogenity itself. 

Social, economic and political characteristics· 

of the environment provide the .indicators of homogenity. 

Common distinctive ·features in any society provide a 

basis of common political action, and conversely, socio

economic heterogentty among two or more groups provides 

the setting for political conflict:/ In U .P. ,although 
v --1. . 

sharp ele~ages do not exist, a number of envix-onmental. 

factors such as geographical distance, caste, economic 

disparity, religious differences, difference in educa

tion, the roral .. urban complex etc., have provided a 

setting for political conflict within the congress party 

. (as within all other parties) such conflict takes the 

foxm of factionalism or intra-party quarrels. Hence 

Congress party in U .P. has had to perform two major 

5. Philip:·E. Jacob & Henry Jeune, The Integration . 
Process, cited in Philip E. Jacob & James V.Toscano(ed) 
The Integration Of Political Communities (Philadelphia: 
1964): 4. . 

6. !k14.· t 4 



functions7 • (a) maintain internal c-ohesion and (b) operate 

1n an environment of conflict. We turn now to a considera

tion of how far it has been successful and the methods it 

has adopted. 

Factional quarrels took place within the Congress 

party in U .P. • as elsewhere, even before independence but 

internal quarrels were at that time subordinated to the 

major goal of achieving independence. Since independence, 

this uniting factor has disappeared, and factionalism has 

been a persistent problem within the Congress in U.P. 

In this study of factionalism in U.P. 1967 has 

been chosen as a starting point because, that year saw a 

number of important political developments in U.P. and in 

other States. After twenty years of unbroken~tongress 

rule, the Congress party for the first time failed to win 

a majority of seats in the Legislative assembly. The 

opposition parties had for the first ttme been able to 
\ 

combine their efforts and take advantage of the growing 

popular discontent and anti-congress ism in the State •. A · 

number of political commentators felt that with the rise 

of this outside threat to the hitherto ruling and 

dominant party, factionalism would cease and the various 

faction leaders would unite together in an attempt to 

vitalise the party. However, this has not proved true in 

U.P. Factionalism has continued unabated, and in fact 

7. Myron Weiner, •Traditional Role Performance And The 
Uevelo,::ment Of Modern Political Parties", Js;,ymal Of 
Politics XXVI (November, 1964)4:830-50 
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has often.been (as well shall see) at its height during 

non""'Congress rule. 

A brief survey, however, of the pre-l967 era is 

necessary, as factions in U.P. develop over ttme and 

these earlier factions have also played an important 

role in the post 1967 period. This earlier period has 

been dealt with at length elsewhere and will be dealt 

with very briefly nowB. 

The l950S were largely a period of political trans

•ition.which saw a change in the context of the political 

debate, and the character of political leadership in U.P. 

The content of political debate changed from an internal 

discussion of language and culture in the modexn State, 

to the role of party and government in the prevailing 

political system. Political leadership passed from the 

hands of first rank leaders who moved to the centre to 

the second rank leaders whose positions depended less on 

personal esteem than the patronage they dist~ibuted. 

After Govind Vallabh Pant's departure to the centre tn 

1955, factional politics which he had managed to contain, 

came to the forefront during the tenure of Sampurnanand, 

C.B. Gupta and MlS. Sucheta l<riplani the next three C.Ms. 

ti.ll 1967. ll.Jring Pant's regime, two congressmen 

C.B. Gupta and Mohan Lal Gautam had come up as important 

party organisers, Cabinet members,and second rank 

8. Brass,~. l. 



leaders with a large following. The rivalry between 

them split the party into two groups each supporting 

one of these leaders. Sampuxnanand as c.M. could 

not control these two men and be was soon replaced by 

Gupta., inspite of the latters defeat in the 1957 

elections. Gupta carne to power through the usual 

channel by acquiring control over the party organisa

tion and becoming President of the UPCI: • and due to 

the support of the centre leadership which thought, 

that as leader of the dominant faction he would be 

able to keep the party together. In 1963, Gupta was 

one of the Chief Ministers who resigned under the 

Kamraj Plan. Unhappy over this move, which he eons

trued as an attempt by Nehru to remove those state 

leaders who were becoming too powerful, Gupta was yet 

able to make his own nominee Mrs. Sucheta Kriplani the· 

C .M. This was resented by another leader .J<amlapathi 

Tripathi of Varanasi who came into prominence at this 

time. Tripathi after s·ampu:manand' s departure from 

the U.P. scene in 1962 took over the leadership of his 
' group.· After Gupta's resignation, on not be.ing made the 

next C.M. Tripathi left the Cabinet, and got hLmself 

elected as the President of the UPa;'• Hence by 1967 • 

the stage was set for the later struggle between C.B. 

Gupta and Kamlapati Tripath1. 

Mrs. Kriplani with no roots in U.P., did not 

take much part in these factional wamglings, her 

knowledge of intex:nal party matters was limited and she 

eould not contain factionalism. During her term, a 
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second line of factional leaders such as Govind Sahai, 

Aj it Prasad Jain and Genda Singh ete. came up who 

were later to play an important role. Her term in 

office was marked by strikes, police firing in Banda, 

high price of foodgrains in U.P.9 etc. which all con• 

tributed to anti congress1sm 1n tJ .P. on the eve of th·e 

1967 elections. / 

In the 1961 elections, the congress party gained 

only 198 seats in the assembly out of 423. 10• Important 

congressmen such. as M.M. Vema (Speaker), H • .J,..Agaswala 

{Deputy Speaker), Kamlapati Tripathi (President of the 

UPCC) were defeated. Out of the 15 ministers, 5 Deputy 

Ministers and 6 Parliamentary Secretaries of 

Mrs. Kripalani's CabiAet, one died and 2 did not contest. 

Out of the 12 contesting ministers, 4 were defeated, out 

of the 3 contesting deputy ministers only 1 could succeed, 

and out of the 4 contesting Parliamentary Secretaries, 

only 1 could w1nl1. This shovvs the gravity of the 

congress defeat. No party could g~in a clear majority. 

Soon after the elections C.B. Gupta was able 

to form a govemment with the help of some defectors and 

independents. However, this government lasted only 

eighteen days due to the defection of an important 

congress leader Charan Singh and his faction to the opp. 

osition. Choudhary Charan Singh• an important Jat leader 

9. M.S. Vema, Coftlit,on Government U .P' s First Exeeriment 
(New Delhi: I~ Pu lisfilng tO. l97l)t4 . 

lO.Ibid., 7 
ll.Ibid., 10- 13 



with a substantial following of Jat M.L.As. had earlier 

tried to contest the election against C.B. Gupta for the 

post of Chief Minister. His supporters pointed out that 

in the 1967 elections, v11hile important congressmen had 

lost~ Charan 'Singh had enhanced his reputation by 

winning by a margin of 52,200 votes over his nearest' 

rival in a quadrangular contest12. The central leader

ship had expressed a desire for unity and felt that 

Gupta with a personal following of 66 congressmenl3 • and 

· general support in the party would be able to maintain 

unity. Charan Singh on the other hand felt that Stpte 

parties were free to chose their own leader. Kamlapat1 

Tripathi too supported Charan Sin.gh• s claim at that 

time as he was against Gupta becoming the Chief Minister. 

However, due to Central interference, Charan Singh 

withdrew his claim and Gupta was unanimously elected. 

Eighteen days later, not satisfied with the Cabinet 
/ 

which Gupta had formed - in which very few of Charan 
,. 

Singh' s· supporters were included - Charan Singh and his 

group left the congress to fom the B.K.D. (Bhartiya 

Kranti: Dal}. on ~18th february, a coalition government 

was formed by all the opposition parties under the 
1 /..-] . 

leadership of Charan Singh who was made Chief Minister llf. 

This coalition was called the Sanyukta Vidhayak Dal 

(s.v.o.) and was the first coalition government formed 

12. Ibid., 9 
13. Statesman, Delhi, 5 March 1967. 
14. Verma, n. 10,31 



in U .P. since 1947. 

~ , The 1967 elections hence mark the transfer of 

power from the congress party to the various opposi

tion parties in U .. P. This was part of an All-India 

pattern, not an isolated phenomena. 1n the states 

where the congress failed to get a majority two types 

of state parties emergedl5 .... (a) Linguistic • Cultural 

parties like. the D.M.K. and the A.PHl.C and (b) groups 

deriving largely from a priori existence as dissidents 

with the congress party. The B.K.D. in U .P. is one 

such "dissident party•. These state parties may in 

time become full fledged regional parties (as the 

D•M.K. ·'nas) or may again merge into the congress 

(as some portions of the B.K.D. have). The formation 

of a non-congress coalition govemment in u.P. 
affected the nature and style of factionalism within 

the congress party, it did not put an end to it. 

This was largely because, inspiie of the fact 

that it had lost its earlier majority in the legisla

ture, the congress continued to enjoy a significant 

position. lt is important to remember that the dominant 

party • a tetm used first by Mau:tice Duverger ·• is not 

necessarily a majority party though it would larger. 

than any other - it is a party whose influence domi

nates the political atmosphere. Such a party even while 

entering into a coalition 1n a l'flllti party system. can 

yet occupy a predominant position. It can be the 

15. Paul Wallace "D1speysion of Political Power In 
India•, ;Asian SUrvey :VIII (Feb:r:uaJ:y,l968):2:81-97 
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determining factor in party politics. This was the 

position of the Congress party 1n U .P. frOin 1967 to 

.....-l974. 

An organisation, including a political party 

can be viewed as a soal1tion of individuals, groups 

and interests. Defining organisation as , • a 

system of transaction" between people, for more rea

dily allows for conflict of interest than as a 

•system of specific sooperation-'1~ Viewed thus the 

politics of coalition pexvad~ even the single-party 

dominance system of congress, in that; the variou$ 

intra-party factions interacted in order to bargain 

for the sat1sfact·ion of their specific needs. With 

the replacement of the dominant party system by a 

multi-party system. the intra-pany coalition. (tacit 

or implied) was replaced by an i.ntra-party coalition 

(express or formal). Howevex-, in both types of 

coalition systems, the process of bargaining operated 

to detexmine the values, goals, and policies in such 

a way that while major partners exercised a heavier 

role, the hand of the minor parties could not be dis

missed as quite insignificant. The element of conse

nsus existed in both the tacit and express model, with 

the difference that while in the former it tended to 

become the accepted method of conflict resolution under 

the leadership of unified command, ,in the later it was 

16. B.L. Maheshwari, •Politics Of Coalitions• Elonomlc rd Political WeeJt,ly V (Annual No. January 97o) :3 
X:7-I29. 



based on much heavier stress of collateral relat1on

ships17. 

lf we attempt to find out the difference bet

-ween the pre-and post - 1967 coalition system we 

see that the congress party in U .P. continued to 

occupy a central posi:t1on in the predominent model. 

The ltne~difference lies 1n the point that many ad hoc 

groups which once prospered at the absorptive capacity 

of the amorphous congress organisation, now pro litera• 

-ted and emerged on the map of state politics to stake 

their claims for the share of power like potential 

alliance partners. The new elite that formed the 

govexnment (B.K.D. and other party leaders) had been 

socialised within the dominant party and were found 

to carry on both the programmatic consensus reached 

before the transfer of power, and even the 'idiom• and 

• style' of coalition - making leamt during that 

period. Thus the Indian Party System bas its own pe

culiar process of communication and elite 

socialisationl8, it has tnspite of its fantastic 

diversity its own system of alternationl9. While the 

congress party controlled the govexnment, the alter

nation was between the ministerial and organisational 

17. ibid •• 118 
18. Raj.n1Kothar1 (ed) Cqn:tgxt of Electoral Chanae In 

Ind1a (New Delhi: Acadeiiitc Books, 1969) .:VIII 
19. The Process Of. Altemation In The Congl'ess Patty 

has been discussed 1n Chapter - 2. 
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wings of the party, after 1967 it was between the 

Congress party and all other parties (including 

congress 'dissident groups'). In thts process of 

elite turnover, the symbo,lism of the govexnment 

plays an important role2°. Hence from 1967 to 1974 -

when the congress party again gained a majority in the 

legislative assembly • factionalism within the congress 

continued. 

The major process of interaction was not between 

the factions led by Gupta and Tripathi alone, but also 

the one led by Charan Singh. The process of factiona

lism within the party was affected by its contact with 

the other parties, since it was no longer in power. 

The content of factionalism too changed from ministe

-rialist versus organisational wings. Hence the 1967 

elections brought a change in the pattern of power 

within the congress party. 

The period from 1967 to 1974 can be roughly 

divided into 3 phases from the point of view of the 

type and intensity of factionalism within the congress 

party. They also illustrate the changing power patteme 

within the congress party in U.P. 

I. The first phase 1s from Ma"h 1967 to Febxuary 

1970, that is, the period from ,1967 elections to the 

fall of the Congress government headed by C.B. Gupta 

after the congJ:"ess split. This period saw the rise of 

a set of younger l~~ders within the UPCC corresponding 

to the rise of the Young Turks at the centre. It was 
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a time tr/ intense intra-party conflict inspite of 

the fact that except for a brief spell (March 1969-

0ctober 1970) the Congress was not in power, and the 

State. power was in the hands of the SVD. 

this was la.rgely due to the rever$es suffered 

by the party in the 4th general elections. Many of 

the younger leaders attributed the defeat of the 

Congress party to the failure of the leadership to 

maintain party discipline, and ~plement the party 

progra111ne. While the s. V .D. remained in power and 

during the period of Pr~sidents rulet, both c.B. Gupta 

and Kamlapati tripathi remained united. The situatton 

within the party had undergone a marked change, and 

amongst the top leadership there was a sense of unity 

as both were ou·t of power. Hence this phase of 

congress polities is one of revolt from below leading 

to the formation of new groups within the congress, 

all attempting to overthrow the leadership. 

Two dissident cong~es&men who played an 

important role !n bringing together the party rebels 

were Chaturbhuj Shazma, one of the Vice Presidents 

of the UPCX, and Aj it Prasad Jain, a close associate 

of Mrs. Gandhi. On 23rd June, they called a meeting 

of dissidents which was attended by about '40' rebel 

congressmen from about half a dozen distr1cts2l,Young 

Turks and leaders such as M.D. Upadhyaya and .J agan 

21. Northern India Patr1ka, Delhi, 25 June 1968 



Prasad Rawat and Beni Singh, both ex-ministers. The 

members who spoke at this meeting ,complained that 

the State Congress had become a monopoly in the hands 

of a few men and decided to challenge them at the 

forthcoming session of the UPCC in July 196822• With 

the approaching mid term elections in 1969, the 

question of the distribution of party tickets exer .. 

cised their minds and 25 .Young congressmen• represen

-ting eighteen districts drafted a program calling 

upon the leadership to mention in their election mani

festo radic~'l\land reforms, urban property ceilling, 

and to refuse tickets to defeated Congressmen23. The 

dissidents were keen to get as many tickets as possible 

for themselves, while Gupta and Tripath1 saw in this 

process an opportunity to bring the rebels in line. 

In the 1969 elections no party gained a clear 

majority but with the help of some independents and 

'rebels' Gupta was able to form a government. Although 

he tried to satisfy all sections of the congress, he 

failed to do so. The post-election .scene was marked by 

intense bargaining among groups and a struggle for 

power which showed that inspite of sitting in the oppo

sition for 3 years. the congress was still a "patch work 

of factions•24 • The power struggle was not between 

Gupta and Tripathi alone but among factions which had 

li. Ibid -23. Ibid -
24. Patriot, Delhi, 25 February, 1969 



developed. Thne main gnups25 cou 1d be ldtnt.lfied 

ln the party a~ 1.h1s time. the atJOngest. GJ'OUP eon

•Sltted of the Zemi.ndara, Who had a lobby of ov•l' 

20 medle1:s, and who bad been ignored by Gupta in hls 

attempt to bring in fnsh bl.OOd to qUell tbtt nbellion 

fxom below. There was also a gX"OU.p of ex.P.&.P. 

merrben under Ashot Mehta who also felt neg1eet4td. 

Lastly there those young congft&e memben who had 

been left out by Gupta in a bid to pae£fy h1a own follo

-wers. Th1• Ql'OUP cr1t1c1sed Gupta• s government openly 

in the legislature du~1ng the budget senlon specially 

ln the mstte:r of auga~ane prices and potetoaa- two 

important issues at that. tl.lfte2«S., 
The leaderehlp of Gupta waa ftnaUy undexmlned 

by the Congsess sp11 t. wht.ch1 while 1 t affKted th• 

Congz:es& party t.n all States, du• to cert.alft reasons bed 

• pzofound eff.et on the u .P. Congxe&l. U .P. being the 

P.Ma. home State, she was keen to install a gove:nment 
I 

sympathot1c to her pollctes and most of the Young 

Tuna who came into prominence at the eentn in mld .., 

1969 such as H.N. BahUguna, Cbarsnj lt Yadav,Ch&ndJ:ashekhar 

etc. weJ'e fi'Cm u.J>. they s-egal'tJecl Gup~a es a ~:1ght. wlng 

reaetlonasy, a auppoJ:tel' of the old Gual'd -.uch 11 

Mol'arji, and an old "ttte of MJ:&. Gandhi. TJ<lpathl on 

~. Patrlot, Delhi,. 28 Mann 1969 
26. tU.ndU&tan Times, Delhi, 3 Apl"1l 1969 

( 
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the other hand hailing from Allahabad had been a· 

staunch supporter of Nehru family, and these per

sonal loyalties now determined the course of U.F •. 

politics. The Young Turks joined hands with 

Tripathi and by February 1970 succeeded in removing 

Gupta from .power. This was achieved in the traditio• 

nal manner with Tripathi resigning from the Cabinet in 

November 1969 but cootlnutng as the President of the 

UPCC which enabled him to retain control of the party 

, machine27 With his withdrawal from the Cabinet other . . 
Young Congress members also resigned, and after many 

attempts to form a coliation with the BKD, Gupta 

resigned28 • Thus the Congress bec;;fke divided into the 

pro-P.M. group and the pro-syndicate group. Because 

of the split, ~r. Gupta ceased to be leader of the 

State Congress. He is now at the head of a faction 

ltl"\n' ....... ,.,. The departure of Gupta from the main por-

tion of the party marks the end of the 1st phase - the 

rivalry between Gupta and Tripathi within the congress. 

The second phase• lasting from February 1970 to 

March 1971, is the period after the Congress split to 

the fall of T.N. Singh's government in March 1971. This 

brief period saw the formation of two types of coalition 

governments beiween the B.K.D. and the NeN Congress, and 

-----------------------------------------------------27. 
28. 
29. 

Times ~dia• Delhi, 20 November 1969 
Time~~i, 11 Febx:uary 1970 
Times~ Delh~, 18 November 1969 

1\. 

• 
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the Old Congress and other opposition parties. 

It illustrates how two contending congress 

factions in a bid to keep each other out of power 

interacted with a third party the B.K.D. (itself a 

splinter party). The Congress split left Charan 

Singh holding the balance between them, and the 

contest assuming a triangular fom with Charart. 

Singh very often determining the flow of events. 

After the split, both Congress groups tried to enter 

into an agreement with Charan Singh. Since C.B.Gupta 

was not prepaxed to allow Charan Singh to be the. 

Chief Minister in any alliance among their gJ>oups, 

the latter entered into an agreement with the New 

Congress. Since the major obj eetive wa,s to keep out 

the pro-syndicate group Tripathi agreed to the ~1m• 

Minister's proposal to allow Charan Singh to be the 

Chief Ministex3°. In this way among the three 

leaders, a tacit understanding was reached. Gupta 

remained in opposition• Tripath1*s group entered the 

coalition, he himself remaining outside it, and Charan . 
Singh formed a government with more Congress ministers 

than B .K.D. 

This coalition lasted a little over 8 months. 

J)J ring this time factional quarrels were constant and 

they led to its downfall since it was not a coalition 

of like-minded parties but among et-stwhile factions 

30. Times of tndia, Delhi• 15 Feb~ary 1970 



which still retained their old loyalties and rivalries •. 

factional conflict was of two varieties .., 

that is between Charan Singh and 

party, that between Tripathi and the rank and file of 

the New Congress which finally led in 1973 to Tripathi' s 

removal to the Centre. Each of these two quarrels was 

influenced by, and often the cause of the other. 

The New Congress members felt that although they 

had been given 14 portfolios in the 25-.man ministry,all 

key charges had been kept in the hands <.>f the B.K.D. 3l. 

The New Congress Ministers were also critical of Charan 

Singh's policies. and alleged that he was acting alone 

and without consulting them32• All attempts to form a 

coordination committee failed and these two problems 

created bitterness. 

The situation was cQmplicated by the fact that 

the New Congress faction itself was not united. The 

(tXtt of Gupta had not substantially altered the inter

nal power situation. The younger members of the party 

were as much against Trlpathi whom they cons~dered a 

part of the earlier older leadership33. Very soon 

31. Times'tstfetht, 9 Aprill970 
" 32. Sunday Standard, Delhi., 9 August 1970 

33. It was sheer convenience, not ideological lean,.ngs 
that had brought them together during the split.The 
~ongress split neither at the centre nor the States 
led to ideological polarization_. 
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inspite of their own delicate position within the 

coalition they began a move to remove Tripathi from 

u.P. politics. This group was led by G.P. Bajpai and 

others who claimed to have a strength of 60 in the 

legislature. 34 TheY complained of the •bossism of a 
It . . . 

coterie 35 ln the State party and Baj pal led a delega-

-tion of ll M • .L.As. to see the Prime Minister36. They 

demanded democratisation of the State leadership. They 

held that Trlpathi had failed to negotiate properly with 

Charan S.ingh and very few Cabinet posts had gone to the 

younger group. The gx-oup led by Tripathi too was 

dissatisfied. Tripathi and his supporters had not en

•tered the ministry at the Prtme Minister's request, but 

it had been understood that the B.K.D. would merge with 

the new congress and at that time the question of leader. 

ship could be reopened. However, on becoming Chief 

Minister, Charan Singh did not prove to be very eager 

and the question of merger was postponed. 

the New Congress legislative party was divided 

into 3 factions regarding its relationship with the 

coalition. 37 - .(a) •Hawks• • blind followers of Tripatbi 

who wishe~ to leave the coalition and thus end it,sinee 

they had not been included in the cabinet (2) The 2nd 

group was indifferent to the issue of the coalition, 

34. Assam ~~. Delhi; 8 May 1970 
35. Ibid 
36. Hindustan Times, Delhi, 24 May 1970 
37 •. Amrit Bazar Patrika, Delhi, 23 August 1970 
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they merely wished to avoid another mid-term poll 

(c) The last group. which was against Tripathi• fa

voured remaining within the coalition and 'setting all 

problems through internal negotiations with the B.K.D. 

This group eonsi¢ted of congress ministers in the coali

tion who did not wish to give up power. They were close 

to the Prime Minister and felt that Tripathi and his 

group were needlessly wreckil'}g the eoalition. They 

felt that the coalition was working well and J.P.Rawat 

asserted that the postpon~ent of sugar nationalisation 
"' 

had been avoided by the cab1net as a whole not the 

S.K.D. alone3S. This view was supported by Chaturbhuj 
. ·N~ 

Sharma and some other Congress :tft:} ministers. The 

Tripathi. group. criticised them for joining hands with 

the B.K.D. 

~e central leadership tried to solve the prob

lem by asking Tripathi to become the President of the 

Congress party at the centre but Tripathi was reluc

-tant to do so since he had a large following in U .P. 

(145 MLAs)39• The situation was complicated by 

frequent "feelers• betweeo the ~wo Congress sections 

for a merger at the State level. Opposition leader 

G1rdhari Lal of the old Congress told Navsmen that the 

two congress groups could unite and break-off from 

their parent bodies at the centre4°. Although Tripathi 

;35. Times,=., 14 August 1970 
39. Indian Express, Delhi, 2 July 1970 
4~. Northern India Patrika. Delhi, 23 August 1970 
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continually denied reports of such •talks" it was fear 

of this factor that prevented the Prime Minister from 

pressurizing him to shift to the centre. 

Thus the New Congress was in a dilemma. Most of 

the members wished to withdraw from the coalition 

because of Charan Singh's policies, but they were aware 

that if they withdrew Charan Singh would try to enter 

into a coalition with the Old Cong~ss faction. The 

coalition b~ke up in September when the New Congress 

formally withdrew its support41• 

With the promulgation of President• s rule, in 

October, there began a period of frantic political 

activity with both the congress factions doing their 

best to increase their support within the assembly42.the 

Old Congress claimed the support of 221 M.L.As. The New 

Congress in an attempt to keep out the Old Congress 

offered Jairam Verma, B.K.D., the Chief Ministership in 

the hope of joining another alliance with the B.K .o. But 

the opposition parties succeeded in foming a coali.tion 

headed by T .N. Singh of the Old Congress. It was on 

the surface, the cuLmination of the •grand alliance idea•, 

but in reality it was merely, •factional politics under 
. lo..belJ 

'new levels"43. The real leader of the coalition was 

Gupta, and the old rivalry between him and Charan Singh 

t& t;:att;: 
41. Times..! ~i, 25 September 1970 
42. Times~ Delhi, 7 October 1970 

"' 43. Hamdi Bey, Statesman, Delhi 2 November l970 
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and among the various constituent units came to the 

surface very soon. · The defeat of Chief Minister, 

T .N. Singh in the Maniram by.lections to the assembl-y 

in January, 1971, led to a demand for his resignation. 

Within the ranks of the New Congress too there 

was a rene.ved demand for a new leader. !he members 

feared that T .N. Singh would mobilise the support of 

the Kayasthas; Raj puts and thakurs, the Jan Sangh the 

easte Hindus, the Old Congress the Banias, Brahmins and 

Harijans and the B.K.D. the Jats, Kurmis and Yctdavs, 

and they could all become a real political force 1n the 

State44• 

However, the fortunes of both factions in U .P. 

undeJ:Went a drastic change aft.er the mid-te%Dl elections 

held at ~he centre in February, 1971. Mrs. Gandhi was 

returned i:,o power with a much larger majority, thus 

making her the undisputed leader of the Congress. This 

led to large scale ~ defections from the Old Congress 

to the New Congress in U .P. By the end of March New 

Congress had a clear majority45 and 1n April, T .N. 

Singh's Government fell •. 

. The third phase saw the re-establishment of 

Congress rule in U.P. unde~Kamlapati Tripathi. It was 

the first time that the Congress party had a majority 

since the 1967 elections. Ironically, however, the NeW 

44. Hindustan Times, Delhi, 19 October, 1970 
~~ 

45. Times ,Delhi, 28 March 1971 ,.. 
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Congress 1n U.P. was far from being a unified party, 

it had in fact, more factions than ever before46 .once 

the radical exuberance of the ·split subsided, new 

factions sprouted• centering around personalities and 

castes. A ne.v danger was the large number of defectors. 

or rather groups of defectors from various parties who 

had flocked to the New Congress. after 1 ts victory in 

the mid-term poll at the centre. These defectot:'$ now 

fomed new factions within the party and were labelled 

by their old party affiliations. These factions met 

often and were very keen to maintain their separate 

identity which would give them more weightage in 

collective bargaining with the xuling leadership.47. 

Among the three main factions, the ex-B.K.D. 

M.L.As numbering about 30, constituted the largest 

group and the most potent threat to the leadershtp48. 

Another new faction was made up of about 25 foxmer Old 

Congress M.L.As. who. had now joined the rank$ of the 
1\ 

New <:Ogress. The last group was comprised of about 
(\: 

nine s.s.P. • M.L.As. who though small were well 

organisect\9. These groups were very dissatisfied over 

the allocation of Cabinet seats and portfolios specially 

the 'BK.D.' group which alleged that the 1 s.s.P• group 

46. Hindu, Delhi, 15 June, 1971 
47

• I£t9 48. 
49. Ib1a -



w•re given three mtnister1?hips while the B.t<.D. group, 

though numerically larger, was given only one50• Since 

Mrs. Gandhi had asked Tripathi not to include well,;.. 

known defectors, the hopes of a number of •fair-weather 

birds• were belied. Tripathi excluded those Congressmen 

too who had in the past been vocal 1n their demand for 

his removal to the centre - such as Ch<iturbhuj Sha:xma, 

.1 aga{l Prasad Raw at and Raj Mangal Pandey; the 

nominees of both Bahuguna and Dinesh Singh were also ex

cluded. *Leftists' of all 'Shades' within the party 

such as Chandrajit Yadav, Chandrashekhar (both ex~PI), 

too came together because for them Tripathi represented 

the rightist faction within the party. 

The major problem ~acing the party wa$ the choice 

of nEW UPCC President, as Tripathi had resigned on 

becoming the Chief Minister. Both major factions, the 

Tlt'ipathi group and the younger leaders were keen to 

appoint a nominee of their own and a contest seemed 

inevitable. However, a CotDpx:omise was reached and 

Mrs. Raj endra t<umari Baj pal was nominated by the Prime 

Minister and Tripathi5~ At 46, Mrs. Bajpai was the 

youngest President of the UPOC to be appointed and her 
appointment satisfied both groups52 

50. National Herald, Delhi 22 June 1971 
51. National H~~ald, Delhi 19 July 1972 
52. Ibid. 



However, Mrs. Bajpai was not able to unite 

the two wings of the Congress as the Central leaders 

had hoped. Mrs. Bajpai had been chosen by Tripathi 

because he had thought that she would be amenable to 

his influence. But Mrs. Bajpai, on her appointment, 

regarding herself as a free agent had begun to form 

a faction on her own within the organisation which 

would give her a sound base in U .P. politics in the 

future. Hence there began a fend between the two. 

Ml'"s. Bajpai filled the organisational wing 
~ 

with her own nominees and very soon Tripathi had for 
A. 

long enjoyed a predominant position in party councils 
• 

found his supporters in a minority53. Two of her main 

supporters Ramendra Verma and Agha Zaidi were appointed 

general Secretaries of the UPOC and they began a 

campaign against Tripathi within the party. They held 

that he had appointed corrupt m~nisters and was not 

implementing the economic programme of the party54• The 

situation became more difficult for Tripathi when a 

section of his Cabinet Ministers began a campaign to 
\ 

remove him. These dissidents, who were part of the 

Younger group were led by Saligram Jaiswal who complained 

that some of the min"isters were very inefficient and 

corrupt55. Deputations to Delhi to complain about 

53·. Patriot, Delhi 23 August 1972 
54. National Herald, Delhi l July 1972 
55. !big 
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m1sgovet:nment in U .P. became common and were often 

led by ministers. Mrs. Bajpai herself complained to 

the Prime .Minister that a section of the party were 

unhappy over the policies of the Tripathi Govemment56. 

/ 

Matters became worse when Mrs. Bajpai served 

notice on 14 M.L.As. led by J aiswal who had _publicly 

criticised Tripathi ln the assembly, but she took no 

action against her two general seeretaries57 This 

ereated an uproar within the Parliamentary party which 

finally led to changes in the UPCC leadership. Agha 

Zaidi submitted his resignation58 and in the UPCC 

Elections in Deeembe_r 1972, Mr. Baijnath Kureel, a 

nominee of the centre was elected President of the 

UPa:.59 • inspite of much opposition from the faction led 

by Mrs. Baj pai. 

· ~e fend between Mrs. Bajpai and M:r._ Tripathi was 

not really a ministeralists versus organisational 

quarrel, it was more a personal quarrel bwt with. wider 

ramifications. The ministerial1st wing was itself 

divided into a number of factions,-some of which supported 
-/ . 

Mrs-. Baj pai. The eonf lict between the two was part of a 

larger conflict between groups led by Cbandrajit Yadav 

and J agj ivan Ram at the Centre60. Mrs. Baj pai appointed 

soon after the mater1al1$ation of the split at the centre., 

56. H1ndustan Times, Delhi 23 JWgust, 197l. 
57. Motherland, Delhi 6 Sept. 1972 
58. Statesman, Del~i 2 October 1972 
59. State~~~g,·ft_Delhi 24 December 1972 
60. Ttmes~1lil61 2l October 1972 

1\: 
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and finding a growing number of Young Congress leaders 

1n U.P. felt that the Congress was mo~ing to a left of 

the centre position. Hence she moved closer to c. 'ladav 

and his followers. Whereas J agj ivan Ram was a~/inst the 

extension of the leftist influence which Yadav had brought 

into the congress and hence J:re supported Tripathi in U .p6l. 

The appointment of Baijnath Kureel as UPCC 

President did not improve matt~rs. Kureel with no base 

of his own in U.P., acted under the guidance of T:tipatht62. 

The younger faction within the party wished to remove 

Tripathi, and finally due to pressure from the Central 

level on 13th June, 1973 Tripathi resigned and Presidents 

rule was promulgated63. However, the campaigh to remove 
...r' 

tripathi from u:P. merely gained in strength because a 

number of congressmen wanted a fresh leader in U.P. after 

the polls. Four major groups were finally responsible 
~· 

for the final withdrawal of Tripathi to Central Government. 

(a)' A number of M.Ps. led by Trilokl Singh hailing from 

U.P. were keen to improve the party ~age before the 

elections (b) The faction led by Mrs. Bajpai who hoped 

to make her Chief Minister after the elections (e) A 

number of M.L.C from U .P. led by Jaiswal who were prepared 

to leave the issue of a nsw leader to the~~e Minister 

(d) 

61. 
62. 
63. 

.. 
A small group with the UPO:: led by Subedar Singh who 

. ~m 
Ttme~~ Delhi 21 October 1972 _ 
H1ndustan Times, Delhi 18 August 1973 
Hindustan Times, Delhi, 14, 1973 



attempted a signature campaign in U .P. In November 

1973 after a long period of negotiations, Tripath1 

joined the Central Cabinet and H.N. Bahuguna was 

appointed Chief Minister on November 10, 197364• 

The appointment of new leader and the subse

quent majority gain~d by the congress party in the 

1974 elections have led many observers65 to the con .... 

elusion that the U.P. congress has passed its critical 
I 

phase and that the State will at last be govex:ned by 

a united party. To a large extent this is txue, but a 

number of important factors must be kept in mind in 

present day U .P. poli~ics. 

Tripathi.was removed from U.P. polities with 

great difficulty. A large number of M.1.As. and M.Ps. 

were constantly calling on the Prime Minister to 

pledge their support to Tripathi66, and it was only the 

combined efforts of all the above named factions whith 

finally dislodged him. However,. the legislative 

assembly and the party still has a number of his suppor

-ters who could prove troublesome to the present 

leadership. Moreover, Mrs. Baj pai, at present minister 

for Food and Civil Supplies, has a large following in 

the U.P. Congress. After Tripathi's resignation, she had 

64. National Herald, Delhi 2 November 1913 
65. Statesman, Delhi 17 Octobex- 1973 
66. Ibid. 



clearly indic'ated that she did not want Bahuguna to 

become the Chief Minister6'l and had in fact come to an 

understanding with Tripathi. Her opposition to 

Mr. Bahuguna goes back to the time when they were both 

active in the Allahabad ci.ty congress in the 19505 68. 

·However, Bahuguna inspite of being appointed by the 

Prime Minister, is a leader in his own right, having 

established a reputation both at the centre and in U .P. 

and may be able to keep the various factions united. 

Keeping the above described political events in 

mind, it is possible to construct. a model showing the 

manner in which factionalism operates within the congress 

party in U.P. With some modifications, this could be ex

tended to other States such as Bihar and Raj' as than where 

the congres.s has also been the dominant party over a long 

period of time. This framework, is however,~ tentative 

untill more data can be collected. 

Factional activity is a continual phenomena in the 

congress party in U .P. but there are certain periods or 

occasions when factionalism becomes most intense.lhese then 

are the major •incentives• inte:mal and extemal to- factional 

politics in U.P. They also serve as political indicators of 

the intensity of factional activity wi~hin the State. 

a) Elections to the State assembly give rise to 

intense factional activity, though the factions foxmed 

are very short-lived and may disappear and new ones 

may appear after the elections.depending on the results. 

The distribution of party tickets invariably leads to 

67. Hindu stan Times, Delhi, 12 October,l973 
68. Hindustan Standard (Calcutta) 26 August, 1971 



discontent within the rank and file because although 

xules exist according to which tickets have to be dis

tributed afteX" a proper survey of the State has been 

made by specially appo1nted"observers•, these rules 

are rarely observed. Tickets are distributed on • 

'group' basis after intense bargaining, the :ruling 

faction noxmally gaining the largest numbel' of tickets. 

The type of groups foxmed at this juncture are really 

speaking •'splinter parties". · The word • party• ts used 

because these groups often Utibappy OVer being excluded 

from the congress list, often declare their intention 

of leaving the party, and put up their own candidates 

against the •official candidates... Mostly they quitely 

rejoin the party after elections. This is a•seasonal 

phenomena" often seen in U .P., a fertile state fo:r 

political mush1:oom growth •·69. The •socialist congress•, 

one of the many splinter parties fo~ed on the eve of the 

1969 elections by Shibhan ~al Saxena and a 150 congressmen 

is a good example70• Saxena alleged that tickets were 

given only to sitting congress M.L.A$., to those 'rebels' 

who had joined the party after the 1967 elections 

enabling Gupta to form a government, and to those who had 

lost by a margin of 1000 votes in 1.96771 • This group 

sot up over 12 'candidates' of its own72• After the 1969 

69 Patriot,, New Delhi, 24 July 1969 
70.Hindustan T~esl Delhi 5 December, 1968 
7l.Patriot, New De hi 24 July 1969 
72.Assam Tribune, Delhi 6 December 1968 
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elections a large numbe.r of "independents• were congress 

'rebels;' who later returned to its ranks. This type 

of i.ntra.;.party factionalism has been largely responsible 

for the decreasing number of seats gained by the congress 

1n successive elections. (b) M1nist%y•making after the 

elections is another occasion whi'cn provides an incentive 

to factionalism of a different variety. ln both the 1967 

and 1969 elections the congress party failed to gain a 

majority in the legislative assembly, but it was able to 

foxm a government initially. This was possible because 

a number of • rebel'· congressmen on each occasion rejoined 

the party in the hope of becoming ministers. The promise 

of a ministerial post is the easiest way to bring a reea

litrant faction or a set of party defecto.rs back into 

the major ruling faction. for e.g. in 1969, Ram Gopal, 

a B.l<.D. member alleged that one 'independent• member 

had joined the congress in retum for which Swami Prasad 

Singh. a close relative of his (the independent member$) 

was made a m1nister.73. Thus after every election there 

are a number of ministrables• available in the State 

Capital both with1n the party and outside, and it is they 

who deteDnine the life and stability of congress govern

ments not the opposition parties. 

There is also a positive correlation between the 

size of the Cabinet and factionalism within a state. A 

73. Hindustan Times, Delhi 3 March, 1969 



glance at Table 1 will show that states such as Bihar, 

Madhya Pradesh, Mysore, Rajasthan., Maharashtra and 

West Bengal which are traditionally faction-ridden 

states have large Cabinets. Moreover, they are states 

which have 3 or even 4 'types' or levels of ministers 

(cabinet rank, Minister of. State, Deputy Ministers and 
. I 

Parliamentary Secretaries). In U .P. too, as Table 2 will 

show, Cabinets have tended to be large, Cabinets have in· 

creased in size because they are coalitions of factions 

within the xuling party, and most ministers eontinue to 

act primarily as factional leaders74 • The Cabinet is an 

atena for political fights not a foxum for political 

governance. 

Cabil'let expansions too are an indication of 1n· 

-creased factional activity. When a Chief Minister feels 

that his position is threatened by a hostile faction, he 

includes a representat.ive of that faction in his cabinet, 

and conversely, factions which are ignored at the time 

of ministry formation are the source of greatest political 

danger. In .March 1967, Charan Singh left congress because 

his group of J ats had been ignored by Gupta the Chief 

Minister. After the congress split, C.B. Gupta sought to 

retain his hold over the party by repeated cabinet expan

sions. ,Fo~ e.g. in November 1969, 6 Cabinet Ministers, 

11 Ministers of State and 12 Deputy Ministers were sworn in, 

74. DJncan B. Forrester, •state Ministers Jnd Their 
Roles•, Asian Su:rvey X (June 1970) 6:472-483 

• 
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making the total number of ministers 36 -- an expansion 

wholly injustifiable on administrative grounds75• It 

was by this means that he continued in office till 

JebiUary 1970. 

c) Another major but •exteJ:nal" incentive to fa

ctionalism is central intervention. .In order to under

stand this aspect of factional activity a number of 

factors must be kept in mind. Within the Indian Consti

tution the States are not given a totally independent 

position comparable to that of the American States. In 

many ways. the states are dependent on the centre and 

closely related to it76• Moreover the Congress party ls 

federally organised, and its constituent state units are 

independent, yet it is a highly centralised party. The 

power of decision-making in major spheres rests with a 

small group at the centre, the congx-ess High Command. The 

Congress High Command, has always played an active role 

in the internal affairs of the party units at the state 

level. In the case of U .P. this interest has been more 

pronounced because U .P. bas always been the Prime 

Ministers •home-state•. Central intervention occurs 

because central and state congress politics are, in such a 

s1 tuation not separate but intexwined. Faction leaders 

at the state level belong to a particular faction, and pay 

allegiance to a particular leader at the centre. Hence 

76. National Herald, 24 November 1969 
16. For example Presidents Rule is really speaking ~ 

posed by the Centre, the Govemor being a nominee of 
the Centre. 



all their political decisions, at the State level are 

determined by decisions made at the central level. 

Central intervention may take many forms. The 

most common foxm is· that of a 'mediator• between 

warring factions at the State level, who, when they 

wish to remove a leader, always appeal to the centre. 

The decision of the centre is always taken as final and 

binding. The State congressmen look upon the leadership 

. as standing above, and apart from fact;\onal fights and 

hence appeal to it.. Fox- e.g. after Tripathi fomed a 

government in April 1971• there was a continual stream of 

deputations to the centre in August. The most important 

ones were led by Saligram J aiswal a dissident congress

man77, and the supporters of Mrs. Bajpai. The rank and 

file took upon this method as an effective way of 

pressurising the centre. The departure of both Gupta and 

Tripathi was to some extent brought about by such tactic$. 

Ver;y often the centre privately encourages such deputations 

if 1 t wishes to remove the· incumbent Ch~ef Minister as 

after the congress split. Another occasion which gives 

the centre a chance to inteiVene in State Congress poli

tics is the UPO: Elections. Open contests between 

candidates are rare. in most cases, a person is nominated 

by the centre and then unanimously 'elected• by the State 

Congress. The election of UPCC President Baijnath Kureel 

in December 1972 ~s a good example. A large number of 

11. Patri'>t, Delhi, 23 AugtJst 1971 



the rank-and-file felt he was being imposed on them. 

Often a candidate is put up by the State party members 

against the 'official' candidate. Another important 

occasion is the election of the leader of the legisla

tive wing who also becomes the State Chief Minister. 

All the Chief Ministers in U .P. from 1950 onwards 

have been nominees of the centre. It is due to thi.a 

that no new set of leaders have emerged in U .P. from 

the •grass•roots •. In recent years, how eve~, the rank 

and file have· been bitter over this. As some M.~.As. 

said in October 1973 when the Prime Minister had not yet 

announced her choice of the new Congress Chief Minister 

for the State. ttwho are we to voice our views in public 

over such delicate matters as the choice of our l•ader ? 

We can only whisper our wishes in T:r:ipathi' s ears. who 

can in turn pass thetn on secretly to the Prime Minister. 

It is her prerogative to name the leader, and it is our 

duty to elect bim•78 • Howeve.-, the State leaders have 

never rebelled openly against the centre•. s decision. 

for example, after the split, if the old and nav congress 

factions disregarding the views of their central 

leaders had joined together they could have formed a strong 

government in the State79. But the State leadership has 

itself been so divided that it has fallen prey to the 

machinations of the centre. Hence the observation often 

78. Statesman, Delhi, 18th October 1973 
79 Some New and Old Congress M.L.As. were prepared to do so. 
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made by writers that the 1967 elections marked the 

transfer of power from the Centre to the States is 

not wholly tZ'Ue, at least in the case of U.P. it 

ignores the internal structural links within the 

congress system. 

(d) factionaltsm is responsible for another interes- · 

ting phenomena which is seen not only in U.P., but 

is a feature of the congress system as ·a whole. This is 

the tfrequent habit of faction leaders, of uti.li%ing the 

opportunity of every public pronouncement to further 

their own factional interests. If we look at suecess

<i!Oive meetings of the U .P. congress party, we will find 

that speeches made by various faction leaders are really 

directed against the xuling faction, and ar,e meant to 

increase their own stature and support within the party. 

SUch occasions and spee,ches are indicators of factional 

strife which is often otheJ.Wise not visible •. The best 

example of such behaviour is the •cold war• between 

Tripathi and Gupta before the split of the party in U .P. 

Criticism against the opposite faction is not made 

'openly' but often particular economic or political 

issues are used to embarass ·the wling faction. fo.r 

example, the issue of sugar nationalisation .. cane and 

potato prices, were some of the issues that figured in 

party speeches at that time8Q. 

~ so. Tli'Des~ Delhi, 17 September, 1969 ,.. 
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thus party meetings are not used to discuss the 

programme and policy of the government but rather serve 

as a forum for intra•party warefare, or a trial of 

strength. Often statements are made Which are meant to 

increase support, such as an announcement of Cabinet 

expansion, or change in govexnment policy. In February 

1970• Mohanlal Gautam told newsmen that he knew from 

reliable sources that Mrs. Gandhi would make Charan Singh 

and not Tripath1• the Chief Minister after Gupta's 

removal. This was an attempt by Gautam who supported the 

syndicate faction to stem the flow of defectors towards 

Tripathi' s group. the press is used by Congressmen as a 

'Sounding-board'. It is for this reason that there is a . 
gap between pronouncements made in pjblic and actual action 

taken afterwards~ The language of the political elite in 

India is hence worthy of consideration. 

(e) Moreover, it is often said that the Congress is 

a "Consensus party'". Factional battles are fought but 

never to the finish, at the last moment a •unanimous" reso. 

lution expressing "party unity" is passed at the next party 

meeting. These resolutions, waguely worded, are no indica

-tion of political trends within the party. Party ele

•Ctions too, are not contested and there is no open com

petition which is so characteristic of American political 

parties. This is because the congress party is in 

reality a coalition of factions all struggling for power, 

but at the same time not wanting to leave the party. 
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(f) Pinally in U.P. factional activity is not 

confined within the structure of the congress party 

alone but ~s influenced by, and often detexmined by, 

.lts interaction with opposition parties many of which 

were earlier factions within the party. The margin 

of pressure exerted by outside parties on the Congress 

is continual and. strong and there is constant inter-

.. pen.etration between the two. This proves that factio.. 

-nal activity has not ceased with the rise of oppo

sition parties, which have successfully challenged tlie 

power of the congress and foxmed a government, it has 

merely taken a different fo:an. 

Thus we see that factional polities plays a. 

central role in U.P. factions have given rise to govern

-mental instability and created a weak political party. 

However, so far we have only traced the rise and for. 
') 

mation of the major factional patte:rns in U.P. It i$ 

essential to establish what are the underlying motives 

and ~rposes of factional behaviour. factions aw we 

shall se~, are basically a fu.nction of interes~. Keeping 

the various major factions, and the conclusions drawn t.n 

mlnd, we turn now to a consideration of this e~pect of 

f actionaltsm in U .. P. . . . 

. 



State 

Andhra 
Bihar 
Assam 
GujaJ:at • 
Jammu & 
Kashmir 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Madras 
Maharasht:r:a 
Mysore 
Orissa 

Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Haryana 
Htmanchal Pradesh 
Man1~r 

Nag a land 
Arunachal 
Goa 
Mizoram 

I Number of Number of ~umber of Number of 
I Cabinet Ministers. Deputy Parliamen-

IM1nisters . of State .Ministers · tarv 
Secretaries 

15 
22 

5 

13 
lJ. 

15 
12 
13 

3 
20 

4 

.. 
a 
·• 
8 

6 

4 -

-
- • 
1 -- -
l -- .. 

Presidents Rule Declared on 3rd March 
1973 . 

6 . 9 2 1 
e 1 - -
15 11 9 -
14 9 3· -
10 5 - -4. 3 ... -
Presidents Rule on 28 Ma~h 1973 

6 5 2 -
High Commissioner's Rule 

3 - - -
4 - -

Refs Reference 
Annual of Ind 1a 
1973. 
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CHAPTER- 4 

A CASE STUDY OF S~ AND THE LAND LEW PROBL~ AS ASPECTS 
OF ACTIONALISM IN U.P. 

In the preceding chapters an attempt,was made to 

examine the factional nature of the Congress party in 

general, and to identify the various factions that were 

active in U.P. during the period under study. Factions as 

we have seen within the Indian context have been attributed 
' 

by different writers to different sociological and political 

phenomena within o~r political system. While it,is undeniably 

true that factors such as caste, personal rivalry among 

leaders, existence of Village clans and traditional groups 

have all play~d an important role in the rise and development 

of the factional system in U.P. and elsewhere, they have 

obscured the fact that factions are basically a function of 

economic interest. Within a political party, a faction may 

be f~rmed by a group of individuals who belong to the ·same 

caste, community, region, or who speak the same language, 

etc. However, what holds such a faction together, is an 

underlying common interest. For example a faction based on 

caste may have as its binding interest, the Uplift of its 

community; a local fsetion - the improvement of its own area: 

or a linguistic faction the propagation of its own language 

w1 thin a certain region, and so on. 

The faction forms a common focus. a nuclei of common 

interest within the larger party which consists of diverse 
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individuals with equally diverse interests. Modern 

politi.cal parties as Key has said, are no longer based on 

ideology they are rather "brokers• of interest. A person who 

joins a faction gains personal satisfaction by being a member 

of a small inner group, but he also hopes to gain some 

advantage. In this sense, faCtions play the same role w1 thin 

. a political party that pressure groups play within the social 

system as a whole. Each faction tries to pressurize the 

party to follow its line of thinking because it would ensure 

protecti~n of its own interests. 

Political parties in India as elseWhere, specially 

the Congress are never tired of proclaiming their faith in 

ideologies. Political battles are fought on "ideological 

stances•!'- however ideology is not a determining factor. 

Maurice Duverger2 accepts that there are three Ch~ef factors 

common to all countries, socio-economic, ideological and 

technical, and holds that the first is undoubtedly the most 

important. Ideologies he points out to a certain extent also 

correspond to class attitudes. Since ideology serves cla&$ 

interests we should examine the class or social base of poli

tical parties and understand their ideology on .the basis of 

their stand on major socio-economic issues such as land reform, 

1. C.P.Bhatllbhr1, "Ideology and Political Parties in India,• 
Economic and political leekly III (April 29,1968)16:643-46 

2. Maurice Duverger, P t e 1 
A.ctivi tx l;n T))e Mo~d-em::w=... -ss:'i't.,.aolF-te,.,.;;..,ll~ ~o=.;;;;.;;-:~~r--..;;;.;;;;~;r:.;::.=,;~~~ 

cited in Bhambhri n.l, 643 
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wealth and income distribution, etc. An examination of the 

*interest groups• r·epresented and supported by groups within 

a p(!lrty such as peasant associations·, trade unions, etc. • 

shows how different factions may support different interests 

regardless of the ideology of the party as a whole. This 

is specially true in the case of the congress party which 

is, •a coalition of classes under the hegemony of the 

national bourgeoisie"~ The result of this is that, insp1te 

of the socialistic utterances of the party, it has served 

the interests of property owners. The concentration of 

wealth and class di$parities have increased during the 

p~riod of socialistic planning. This has been established 

by the "Committee on Distribution of National Income and 

Wealth" and by R.K.Hazari' s Report on •Industrial Licensing 

and Planning Policy. • 4 To keep together the various factions 

within its fold it ha$ tried to reconcile the interests 

of the bourgeoisie and the landlords, with that of the 

workers and peasants. This dilemna is responsible for its 

lack of ideological clarity and confusion. 

This aspect of factionalism is more important in 

developing countries such as India, rather than developed 

eount..ries such as the u.s.A., where economic issues may not 

be of major importance within the political sphere. The 

governments of underdeveloped countries by their plans for 

3. Bhambh~ri, n. 1. 644. 

4. Ibiq. 
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development which determine the allocation of resources, 

by their own dii'ect investment in particular sectors of the 

economy. are deeply engaged in economic life. 5 Thus 

development plans beeome the very stuff of politics, with 

decisions being determined by political action, a.nd the 

effec-ts of thesE: dt·cisions having profound consequences tor 

the ruling party &nd v~rious social classes •. Hence in our 

study of factionalism we must recognise the potential 

sow::c-es of group poli t1cal conflict ove·r economiC dev4tlopment. 

U .P. is on& of the most baekwa:rd states in the 

Indian union, hence the problam of the allocatlon of scarce 

resources among the various re~ions, and social classes 

has always been a source of conflict leading to faetionali.sm 

w1 thin the congress party. S".ince U.P. is primarily an 

agricultural state, most of this eonfl ict has centred round 

iasuos de~ling \~th land and agricultural development. 

Perhaps no other area of decision making refl6cts so well 

the innt}r conflicts within the party. and the shift !.n 

political povrer betv-ieen the various groups with5.n the party 

since Independence. !n this chapter, an attempt will be made 

to exarnine the politics surround:i.ng two major ,,ssues .... 

land levy and sugar Nationalisa·tion which are part of the 

larger field of agr.icultur81 developmP.nt as a '~bole, and 

which have long been important issues in U.P. 

s. George Rosen, 
{California : 
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If we.look at the manner in which factions operate 

in U.P., we find that they operate in two major ways in order 

to maintain th9ir interests. (1) There is an attempt by a 

faetion, when it assumes the position of a "ruling faction" 

to increase its own mass support and popularity. It hence tries 

to brin9 in measures which would make it popular among the 

people, thus ensuring its own continued stability in office. 

The best exaq,le of this in U .P., which has been taken up 

here, is the issue of land levy. Successive rul1ng factions 

in an attempt to. woo the rural electorate and gain votes 

from the peasantry, have att9tnpted to abolish land revenue. 

(2) There is also the attempt by factions to try and favour 

their own follovt&rs, and their own social class with a 

view to maintaining their support. The example taken up 

here is the politics of the Sugar Industry which has proved 

to be a source of patronage, one part of the party supporting 

the sugar magnates, the other part the cane-growers. 

A - •sugar Politics" 

In order to understand the po11tj.cs of sugar within 

U.P. • and its importance in factional politics it is necessary 
I 

to grasp a few basic facts regarding the sugar indus~y 1n 

the country as a whole and, in U.P. in particular. 

Sugar, as a cash crop has been grown in India for a 

very long time. Today India is the 4th largest sugar producing 
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country in the vorld. 6· The modern. sugar industry came to 

be established at the turn of the century when the first 

factory was erected in 19CIJ7 • Before World War-I, progress 

•Jas slow, but production was stimulated· when prices of 

sugar touched a new high in 1920. By 1930-31 there were 
. B 

31 factories producing 160,525 tormes of sugar a year. 
' . 

Protection was granted in .1932 and continued till 1949. Due 
. 

to fresh incentives, after independence, from almost to~al 

dependence for imports of sugar from Java, .India ilas not 

only become sel£ sufficient but started exporting sugar 

since 1960..61 to earn p.recioua foreign exchange. 9 This shows 

the importance of the sugar industry in the Indian economy, 

and the political system. Today, the industry is spread over 

both· the tropical and sub-tropical regions. In the tropical 

south comp.rising Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharastra, Kerala 

Tamilnadu and Mysore, due to better irrigation facilities, 

the yield is higher than in the north where lies 76% of the 

total area under sugarcane. 10 In the sub-tropical belt 

comprising Punjab, Rajasthan, U .. P., Bihar, M.P., Orissa, 

Assam and West Bengal, climatic variations are pronounced, 

and the most favourable season for sugar-cane growing is 

restricted to a brief 3-4 months. Moreover., poor irrigation 

facilities make matters worse. Because of these conditions 

------------·-··------·---_...,. ..... "' ...,. ,.... .. ".-

6. Paul R. Brass, Fac ionAl Polit.ic!; l An InQ!_gp_S;tat..t:. The 
Congress P&ftL n ,Uttar Pradesh Bombay:Oxford University 
Press, 196 :119 

7. United f'i~w of _India, "Back grounders• (Pamphlet) VI 
(Delhi: August 15. 1974} 33:1 

. e. Ibid 
9. Ibid. 
10. Ibid. 
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the yield in the sub-tropical belt is about half of that in 

the tropical belt. 11 

The total licensed capacity by the end of 1971~72 

was estimated by the Oevelopment Council of the Industry 

at 5.3 million tonnes. The nunber of sugar units has gone 

up from 32 before protection in 1931-32 to 238 at the end 

of 1973. 12 A significant feature of· the sugar industry in 

India has been that. _~1 though the area ~nder sugarcane 

cultivation has incre~sed, nei~her the yield per acre 

(36 tonnes) has the sugar content in the cane (about 12 %) 

has shown anY appreciable increase - a factor to be remembered 

when dealing with the "politica, • of sugar in U.P. and 

elsewhere. 

While sugarcane is grown over a cons_iderable portion 

of the country and the sugar 1n~stry has a national 

dimension, certain conditions- economic; political and 

geographic have contributed to the special position enjoyed 

by the sugar industry in U.P. Out of an All-India total 

of 2418.0 hectares (including_ u.P .. ) of land devoted to 

cane cultivatioh, 1,274.1 hectares, or roughly half the amount, 

is in U.P. 13 To understand the simple importance of this fact, 

it is essential to remember that ~he sugar industry is an sgro. 

industry. A sugar manufacturing plant is merely a unit that 

fi!xtracts the sucrose found in sugar-cane, and the cane aeeounts 

~~~-----~~------------------------------------------
11. !.bid. 
12·. ];bid. 
13. Times of India, Year Book 

(Delhi 1 1913) : 100 
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for 2/3rd of the total manufacturing eost. 14 The faetori~tt!5 

therefore have to be located close to the source of the raw 

materiel supply. Hence, out of the ten largest sU9er 

produeing unite ir. the eo•Jntry, five are si.tuat(;d in fJ .P., 

which elso has 73 factories out of an ~~1-Indis tot~l of . . 

21~ (including U.P.) •15 

The importance of the sugar ·S.ndostry \•Jith1n the entire 

social and political system of U.P .• can further be- understood 

when we vic·w it against ~he p:rcvafling economie backwardness 

of U.P. \\'hereas in states such as ~1aharvstra (whi.ch hos 42 

su<:.;ar f~ctories) ox Mysore (wh:teh has 13 sugar faetorics) 16 

there · ar~ a number of 5.ndustries, in U.P. the ~ugar industry 

is one of the few. Thj.s has enhanced its importance creating 

a large •sugar tobbytt. While in Maharastra it rr.,ay be the 

Industrialists: !\ssod.ation or Chamber of Cor,1merce as ? ¥rhole 

1.·,rhich mc:ty try tc ir.fluenc~ the Government. :!.n U.P. :tt. is the 

sugar mchu-;tes, or cane-growing Zamindar:s who do zo. Moreover, 
(I.. . . 

U.P. is largt.~ly an agricul_t~ral State ,,.. successive State 

Governments hzve made l.i.ttle e~f~.rt to start new industries. 

Sugarcane is grown ,all _over U.P. e:xcept perhaps on the black 

poil cotton-g:row;_ng areas in Jhansi, Ha\1irpu:r and Banda. It is 

hence the small fermers biggest source of money t<') -buy what 

he wants. The sugar industry is the only source of income 

in villages oi over 24 districts. n1is is spscially true in 

Eastern U.P. whex·e large number of people live on the 

borderline between extreme poverty and outright starvation. 

14. United News of India. n. 7, 2 
15. Times of India, n. 13 
16. Ibid. 
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sugar is the only cash crop and the factories provide the 

only source of industrial employment to those pushed off 

the land •. It is for this reason that the life of the 

districts revolve around sugar., and sugar politics is 

important in U.P. The politics and economics of the sugar 

industry are amon9 the most complex problems in U.P. today. 

In the politics of sugar in U.P. three major groups are 

involved and can be clearly identified. (1) The cane growers 

(2) the sugar manufacturers and, (3} the government. The 

interests of the three are bound to conflict. and it is this 

factor that has led to groupism within the congress party • 

different groups supporting different interests. The cane 

growers, once unorganised, are now organised into ~·· 

Cooperatives which are affiliated to a State level federation. 

These Cooperatives dominated by the big cane growers are 

among the most powerful of local institutions in U~P. • and 

are in fact sen1-off1c1al agencies representing the eane 

growers to the sugar factories. Those who grow cane are more 

dependent upon the government and upon the market economy 

than other peasants. since the government sets the price of 

cane to be paid by the factories~ Hence political issues 

are more important to peasants growing cane than to other 

peasants. The sugar magnates too are organised and have 

traditionally enjoyed the support of a large portion of the 

congress party. The Opposition leaders in U.P. have long 

claimed that the industrialists have made contributions to 

the State Congress election funds and in return. the congress 

when in povver has been lenient in the collection of tax 
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arrears due from them. 17 The role of the government toG in 

the politics of the sugar industry is important and determines 

the intera~tion between the othex two groups. Certain measures 

have been adopted by the government whieb have determined 

the course of sugar po11tica.18 (1) Fixation of a minimum 

sugar price to be paid by sugar factories to the grovers, 

(11) Licensing of capae1 ty to regulate the expansion of 

existing sugar factories and establishment of new one& 

(iii) fixation of ex-factory prices of· sugar (tv) distribution 

of sugar for domestic consump-tion and export, etc. -Of the
1
se, 

for our purposes, the first measure< is very important. 
\ 

The Central Sugarcane Act of 1934 had empowered the 

stflte governments to fix minimum prices for sugarcane to be 
I.J 

paid by the sugar faetories. It was a measure 1ntend~d to 

ensure the small farmer a f~ir and reasonable priee for his 

cane. In 1950, as.different States wer~ fixing different eene 

prices, the Central Government assumed the power to prescribe 

every year the minimum price of sugarcane on an All~India 

basis. The cane-growers have been eonstantly demanding a· 

higher price, vmile the sugar manufacturers have felt that the 

government in order to appease the farmer has fixed the price 

too high. As the price of Caf"e is fixed by the Centre, the 

Central Government too, and Conqrest; leaders at the Centre, 

have also played a role in the politics of sugar in U.P. 

17. Brass n. 6, 120 

18. United News of India n. 7 

·.~ 
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The issue of nationalisation of the sugar industry 

has been taken Up here because during the period under 

study it was the single most important demand made in 

connection with the sugar industry. Moreover, it is a major 

issue involving the Central and State governments. and the 

_congress party as whole·, making it easier to identify the 

various factions and interests involved. 

The demand for the nationalisation of the sugar 

industry has been there in U.P. for some time. While it is 

true that this demand came to the forefront durin9 the 

congress split, it 1s wrong to _look ~on it as a purely 

•political weapon• used :by the "Young Turks• in U .P. to 

embarass the government of C. B.Gl4)ta. In fact certain changes 

which have been taking place both within the rural country

side, and within the sugar industry had generated this demand 

muth earlier. These changes had affected the nature and 

co~osition of the rank and file of the congress party in 

,. U.P: 
In U.P. in the initial stages the leadership of the 

national movement was provided by the urbanised middle-caste 

professional classes. But soon the movement went to the 

villages and took up the cause of the peasantry, and threw 

~ a peasant based rural leadership in the districts. This 

happened in the 1920s and 1930s.19 The rule withih the 

congress party in U.P., that no person could be elected to 

19. Girish Mathur, •caste1sm And Polarization Trends In 
U.P. And Bihar, • P$!tr1ot, New Delhi, 25 October,1970 
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the post of the \PO: President for a second term, and the 

ex-eation of 4-5 Viee-Px-esidents. gave the district leaders 

an opportunity to rise to the provincial level, and a 

nunber of leaders almost equal to Nehru in stature developed. 

Nehru also allowed free discussion wtthin the UPOC - a 

circumstance which did not exist elsewhere. As a result, the 

U.P .. ·congress provided all-India leaders to different 

trends of thought, and it is out of these trends that the 

different political parties h.a~e developed. This Upward 

mobility of leadership generated a rural/urban hiatus in 

the congress, and also division between the comparitlvely 

more developed western, and the baCkward eastern districts ... 

two divisions which have persisted. After independence, however, 

the ~ward mobility of leadership stopped and with the 

exit of the left groups the ideological debate in its ranks 

came to an end. The new industrial and business eommunity 

was interested in stabilising the existing leadership, while 

the land x-eforrns created a new class of Kulaks who in tum 

sought to stabilise district leadership. Divisions in the 

ruling party were now based on loyalty to one of the existing 

leaders in the struggle for power within _a small gro~ .. This 

loyalty was based ·on the caste of the leader. Thus Brahmin, 

Bania, and Rajput groups developed. If bossism, corruption 

by the business community, and the growth of vote banks, 

helped in stabilising upper caste leadership they also 

helped generate factionalism within all parties. Within 

the congress party it helped generate the pro and anti Gupta 

factions whith we:re to play an important role in the coming 
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years. Gupta, a "Bania" by caste, was looked upon as the 
, 

leader and supporter of the new rising industrial class in 

U.P.20 His major opponent Mohan Lal Gautam, on the other 

hand was a Brahmin, and had worked closely with fandon in 

the peasant movement in U.P. in the early 1930s.21 These 

are the socio-economic reasons underlying the rise of 

groupism, not so much the personal differences between 

various leaders. ·The revolt of the exploited classes in 

such a situation could only take form in an upsurge of 

backward castes against upper caste domination. This is a 

feature seen in the neighbouring states of Bihar; Rajasthan 

and Madhya Pradesh also, and has taken different forms. 

In U.P. the leadership of this upsurge went into the hands 

of a farming community - the Jats - symbolising the rise of 

the agricultural community. The Jats organised themselves 

into a faction led by Charan Singh within the congress. 

But in February 1967 finding themselves and their demands 

ignored by C.B.G~ta, left the party and formed the B.K.D. 

The hard core of the B.K. D. conaists of the Jats of Doab and 

Bruj {Mathur a and Agra district)~ The J ats moved into western 

U.P. early in the 18_tl't century after s~ccessi ve famines 
- --..- '- O· 

and Deccan warfare, had made the Raj puts move South. As 

inmigrants1 .the Jats aspired to a nigher caste position, 

than they had in their homeland in Punjab, but till recently 

20. Brass n.6, 43 
21. Ibid, 44 
22. Statesman, Delhi, 22 September, 1970 
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they remained backward. Now ofcourse the Jat community 

hopes to improve 1 ts status by aspiring to political 

power. The B~K.D. however, due to its close links and 

dependency on the former Raja of ~haratpur end former 

rulers of Baj as than. M.P. and Bundelkhand is pressed to the 

right mueh against the wishes of some of its leaders.23 

Hence in U.P. there has been a •polarization based on 

eeonomie interests ... 24 

Corresponding to these changes taking place in the 

l900sand 1960s, certain changes have taken place within 

th~ Sugar industry in u.r. lone. of the. first few industries 

to be established :J.n U.P. today, it i$ suffering from l&ek 

of funds. neglect, lack of repair and in the case of snme 

mills, old age. In fact the sugar industry enjoys the 

unavoidable distinction of being ridden with "Chronic 

sickness". 25 The industrialists feel that their problems have 

arisen due to cane shortage and the high price of cane in 

reeent years. !he cane-growers, and their supporters point 

out on the other hand, that many factories had neither paid 

their dues to the cane-growers, nor their: tax arrears to the 

government. There has also been a standing complaint that the 

private sector has not cared to plough back 5ome parts of 

their profit into modernisation of their old factories • 

rather they have diverted them to more profitable channels. 

This is specially true of East U.P. which has among the 

23.. Ibid. 

24. Girish Mathur n.19 
25. National Herald, Delhi, 12 June, 1967. 
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oldest existing sugar factories in India ;nd cannot compire~e 

with more modern factories in Punjab and the South. These 

factors hAVe also lent support to the demand for· Nationeli

zation. 

When in March, 1967, Chsran. Singh became the Chief 

Minister, and the BKO came to power after a long period 

of congress rule, the indu,trialists found themselves out . . 
of syD'pathy with the new government. In Ju!1e, .Mr Jail; Rem 

Verma, Minister for Agriculture warned sugar mill owne:rs to. 

expedite payment of dues of cane prie& t~ farmers failing whi·ch 

the government would take strong action .against them. 26 H~ 
said that the sugar magnates had not executed the task of 

carrying out cane development in their :respective fa~tory 

area, or :r.ef')airing their un1 ts. According to the Development· 

Council for the Sugar Industry the minimum eeonom1e 

prnduetion per unit ~er d~y oug~t to be 2000 tonnes of 

sug~tt. In UP as many as 6()...72 ,; mU.ls were producing below 

this level and they suffered from inefficient management. 

The Chief Minister too warned the sugar mJignates against 

resorting to such means as del~Yin9 crushing during the 

season. Addressing the 22nd Annual Session of the Western 

U.P.Chamber of Commerce he disclosed that Rs 45 erores was 

yet to be recovered by the government as tax arrears from 

them. 27 He said the anvernment would take over sueh mllls. 

The B.K.D. also apoealed to the Centre to fix a higher price 

for cane, thus showing clearly where their syfll>athy lay. 21 

26. Ibid. 
27. Times of India,' Delhi, 31 October, 1967 . 
28. Statesman, Delhi, 25 November, 1967 
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With the return to power of the Congress party in 

1969 under C.B.Gupta it seemed for a time that the whole 

issue of a higher price for farmers and the improv~ent of 

the sugar industry by the mill owners so actively taken up 

by the SVD government would be pushed into the background. 

However, during the time of the congress split, the sugar 

nationali2:ation question figured prominently specially where 

U.P.was concerned. The Young Turks faction led by congressmen 

such as Chandrashekhar, Bahuguna, Tri.pathi and other local 

congress leaders began to demand nationali%ation of the 

sugar industry as a part of their larger socialistic 

prograi'IIDe. This demand was supported by as many as 130 M.L.As 

of Congress, led by Tripathi. 29 It was finally one of the 

issues which led to the fall of the government led by 

C.B.Gupta. 

Many old Congress leaders in U.P. held that this 

demand was a clever device to emb»arass the Gupta government. 

However, the sugar lobby in U.P. had itself begun to ask for 

Nationalization due to the changed social and economic 

situation discussed earlier. fhe sugar lobby had a number 

of politicians in 1t.30 The politician member of the lobby 

was also a public relations man for the factory ~thin his 

constituency. He was also a member, if not a director, of 

the cooperative feeding the mill with cane. The industry 

hence as a whole did not hire its political advocates but 

29. 
30. 

Hamdi Be,, National Herald, Delhi, 15 september, 1970 
Ibid. ---
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each mill did, with the result, that the millowner and his 

political agent, succeeded the Zamindar as a rural potentate 

with fading authority •. The politician satisfied his .client 

main! y by securing rep.rieve fx-om government action on tax 

arr~ars, permits and licenses. The demand for Nationalization 

was now pressed by these poli ti,c4al agents because of 

certain changes in the rufal countryside. Since. they were 

directors or. members of the cooperatives suppafying .. cane to 

the. factories, they now aspired to run the factories just 

as they r•n the cooperatives. They hoped to get a better 

price for. the cane if they ran the mills themselves. Moreover, 

controlling the mills would mean an increase in the amount 

of patronage, as they could appoi·nt. their own nominees .. 

and supporters to jobs. Having eclipsed the Zamindar, they 

wanted to. eclipse or replace the mill owner. The cane 

growers organised into• these cooperatives had not asked for 

nationalization. The congressmen of both the old and the New 

factions enjoyed most of the executive posts on these cane 

cooperatives. In the eastern distri.ets some SSP M.L.As, and 

in the western, some BKD M.L.As had taken them over. 31 

This was. the sectional interest behind the. demand for 

nationalization. The question of whether the State Government 

is competent or not to nationalize was the least part of 

the story.' 

After the Congress split the BKD Under Charan Singh 

was able to form a government with the help of the New 

31. Ibid. -
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Congress faction. It was now felt that steps would be 

taken to nationalise the sugar industry. The SKD at that 

time was divided into various groUps where the sugar 

industry was concerned. A section of the BKO who sympathised 

with the old eongress, and wh'o had supported c.B.Gupta in 

the· past \\tere against the nationalization of the sugar 

industry. Another group led by Charan Singh wanted to 

nationalise the sugar industry. In Mareh 1970, 19 'sugar 

mills were •taken-over• by the government of Charan Singh 

for non-payment of cess and purchase tax, and cane-price. 

Charan Singh said that after payment of compensation to 

millowners in bonds he proposed to hand over the mills to 

the cane-growers. He was not willing to use the word 

nationalisation, he rather called his action •socialization•. 

Inspite of a large amount of ctritieism from opposition leaders, 
, 

however, Char an Singh did not nationalise the industry as a 
I 

whole. 

Within the New congress too certain groups were 

demanding nationali:zation. Genda Singh, a leader of the 

cane-growers of eastern U.P. headed a section of rural 

1 egislators, while 8.ahuguna and Prem Chand Sharma headed 

another gro~. A number of M.L.As under Ram Chandra .Vikal, 

leader of the I<MP were also pressur1sing the government to 

nationalize. axcept for the Swatantra party, groups within 

most of the opposition parties were also calling for 

nationalization. Hence this issue cut across party lines 

within the assembly. It was this factor that finally led a 

break between the New Congress and the B.K.D. 
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The position adopted by the Central Government at 

this time served to further aggravate th~ ,situation. The 

U.P. government held that it was not competent to 

nationalize the sugar industry Within U.P. since it was part 

of an all-India complex. 32 It hence called upon the Central 

Government to evolve an all-India policy and take steps to 

nationalize the industry as a whole. The Central Government 

on the other·hand held that the U.P. government was fully 

competent to nationalise any industry within its jurisdiction. 33 

Thus, 1nsp!.te of socialistic programnes no government r1as 

prepared to jeopardise the traditional single largest source 

of electoral fundt; in u. P. , each took shelter behind legal 

t.echnicali ties. On September 28, 1970, due to repeated 

demands, the Central government set up a Sugar Inquiry 

C:Omnission headed by Mr Justice. Vashist Bhargava, former Judge 

of the Supreme Court to look into the entire question of a 

total t.a1t.~-over of the entire sugar industxoy • 34 Its term of 

-reference included sugar-cane price, and measures to 1mprova 

the industry. Important leadel:'s representing the indusuy, 

one M.P., one INTUC leader and othei's were members of the 

commission. The report of the Commission has not yet been 

officially published, but the press has reported that the 

members of the commission are sharply divided over the issue 

of nationalization. 

32. Times of India, Delhi, 30 August, 1970 
33. Times of India, Delhi, 1 August, 1970 
34. United News ·of· India, n. 7 
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In October, 1970, the B.K.D. was again able to form 

a government with the old Congr-ess headed by T.N. Singh, 

T.N.Singh himself took over the industries portfolio so _ 

as to keep the sugar industry under hi~ direct command. While 

· T .N.Singh and the Old ·Congress were not [)repared ·to 

. nationalise the sugar industry. realising the importance of 
/ 

)~subject, he took a n~.mbez· of steps ~o improve the existing 

industry. He held that a Cooperative Sugar Research Inst'itute 

shOuld be established and called ~on industrialists to· 

evolve methods for optimum utilization of·the by-products 

of the industry. During the short tenure oi T.N.Singh's 

minist!y, demands for nationali%ation of the sugar industry 

continued. They were mainly put forward by·the New.Congress 

faction to trouble the government. However, prominent leaders 

of the cane-growers specially in East U.P. such as Narsingh 

Rao Pandey ask.ed for nationalization. 35 · He said that more 

than 50 crores was· outstanding in the form of sugar cane prlee 

to growers, and sales-tax to the government. He pointed out 

that the worst conditions existed in the eastern areas such 

as Gorakhpur where Rs 1.25 crores was outstanding. frtim .one 

of the sugar mills there. Pandey urged the government to 

order realisation of sugarcane price ·from mill owners as land 

· revenue as provided in the sugar cane Purchase Regulation 

Aet.36 

In 1971 with the defeat .of the government headed by 

. T .N.Singh, the congress returned to power. ·After a long 

35. Times of India. New Delhi, 16 April, 1971 
.36. Ibid. 
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spell of instability and coalition governments the congress 

party l.'eturned to power. However, neither the government led 

by Tripath1 earlier, nor the present government headed by 

Bahuguna has nationalized the sugar in~ustry, though 

a Sugar Corporation has been set up in the State. Certain 

gl"oups within the congress and the opposi ti.on parties have . 
continued their demands, but the issue has been pushed 

into the background. This shows thc.:t the split within the 

congress has not led to any ideological polariz11tion. The 

interests and background of t.he rank-and-file has remained 

the seme. A large part of the party is still aligned to the 

sugar magnates. 

B - L·AND LFNY 

The subject of land revenue has long been a source 

of controversy in U.P. The total abolitiort of land revenue 

had been part of the congress poliey for fifteen years, but lt 

had not been implemented. \fithi.n tha S. V.D. government which 

first attempted it in !967, all the various political parties 

were in favour of this step, as a means to gain popularity 

and keep the congress out of power. 

Land revenue looked upon by government in developed 

countries as a part of the economic and taxation policy of 

the government has ac~uired in U.P. political overtones 

for a nunber of reasons. The consideration of policy relating 

to lnnd revenue requires an examination of it within the 
' . 

framework of an integrated land policy in relation to 
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economic growth. 1o be brief, it must be viewed in the light 

of the role of land in e developing economy. Normally, in 

a developing economy the relative·role of land declines,· but 

the absolute role increases. In our peculiar case, with a: 

predominantly agrarian character of the State economy and 

scarcity of land. the role of land revenue assumes greater 

significance. Besides the importance of land revenue must be 

seen in relation ·to the total tax structure in the State, 

that is the burden shared by different sections of the 

conmunity. In U.P. land revenue (in 1967) formt:d roughly 

15 %of the total revenue receipts, and slightly less than 
. 37 

l/3rd of the total tax receipts. (The exact proportion 

varies yearly but even today the situation remains mot·e cr 

less the same). ln absolute terms it was about Rs 22 erores 

annually and a substantial part was contributed by small holder~~ 

U.P. is primarily an agricultural State and the 

chances of a substantial industrial complex developing in the 

near future are little. This means that it is the rural 

countryside that provicies the single largett source of income 

to the government. It is in order to gain the support of 

the bgricul tural community which forms a substantial part 

of the total population. that the congress and other parties 
-. 

have ad.opted the policy of totai abolition of land revenue. 

It is a purely political gesture, meant to gain votes from the 

peasantry. Economists and experts are not found wanting who 

point out that such a step YJOuld liberate the small farmer 

37. Searchlight, Delhi, 24 June, 1967 
38. Ibid. 

0 
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from a burden allowing him to plough back a lar9er part of 

his incom" into the land. Politicians have long stressed on 

RdistribUtive justice"39 and its democratic value. However, 

thQ'e is no doubt of the fact that sueh a step would be 

disastrous for the economy of U.P. ·Most of the socialistic 

thinking of our politicians has developed ~conditions 
of mass poverty and is characterized by reactionary 

overtone-s. Such measures are convenient and easy and thus 

have ·t~ide:c- appeal, and this 1s characteristic of mass psych

ology at a low level of the economy. But the eas.iest course 

· is not always the best. 

A backward State such as U .P. cannot afford tc loose 

its largest source of income. It has been a common complaint 

that the eontre has not been providing U.P. with enough 

capital fox- the five year plans. In fact it is the state 

governm~nt that has failed t.o make a hold ~ffort for the 

. development of the State. The centre hos incur;:ed an 
expenditure of about Rs l.OO C.-ores in U.P. during 1956-69 on 

schemes of national importance. 40 For the 4th Plan • U.P • 
. 

received its share of Rs 727 crores for cen·trallY sponsored 

schemes. While the State Government has raised only about 
~ 

Rs 582 crores upto 1970> for its plans the centre has contributed 
A 

about ns 823 crores. 41 The successive ruling factions in u. P. 

have done nothing to tax the •new r1ch" within the countryside 

and mop up the surplus created by planned development. Small 

39. Indian Express, Delhi, 28 June, 1967 
40. s. Usman, "State Government to Blame For U.Ps 

Backwardness, -Patriot, February 10, 1970 
41. !W,. 
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farmers in U.P. have never asked for remission of land 

revenue. They had in fact adjusted themselves to it 

because of higher output and higher prices of farm 

produce, and looked on it as no burden. The tax rate could 

have been greater for bhum1dhars and less for s1rdars. 

The trouble however has been that in the village community 
' 

the Kulak is also the main •vote-getter• • indeed he is 

the local political boss and cannot be displeased. The 

reluctance to mobilise resources is evident ftom a comparison 

of Punjab and U.P • .mdch started their projeCts for tconomie 

development from the same base. At the end of the Srd Plan 

the per capita income in the Punjab was the highest while in 

U.P. it was about the lowest. While in Punjab it has risen. 

in U.P. it has steadily fallen. The reluctance to mobilise 

resources is not confined to U.P. • but is part of an almost 

all .... Xndia pattern. Nor is this something confined to land 

revenue alone. In fact, it has been held that for all the 

increase that has taken place over the plan periods states 

taxes, •are not emerging as the prima donnas in the overall 

scheme of $tate f1nances.•42 Between 1951-12 and 1971-72 

State ta.xes 1ncrea$ed seven-fold. but the total revenue 

budget of the States incx:eased more than nine..-fold. No doubt 

every tax has grown over the period, but s.ome more slowly than 

others. Land revenue aMong others, has grown at a pace less 

than the average between 1951-52 and 1911-72. 43 

,. 

42. L. Venkatraman, •twenty Years of State Taxation•, Indian 
Jowral of Public Administ;.ation XVJII(July-September 
1972 3: 395 - 413 

43. tb&d, 399 
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' 
Nor was U.P. the only State to attempt abolition of 

land revenue. In f'aet during the 1960s specially after the 4th 

general elections, there seemed to be a link between 

establishment of non-Congress governments,. and legislation 

to abolish or lessen land revenue. ln Bihar there were no 

taxation proposals for three years from 1966-67 to 1969..;70, 

and in 1970-71 there 'Were actually tax concessions in t:egard 

to land revenue to the extent of R-s 24 cr.ores per annum. 44 

All untrrigated holdings·upto 5 acres, and irrigated holdings 
. . . . 

upto 2! acres were exempted from land revenue. Be'til,een 1966-67 
~"1· 

and 1971-72. West Bengal proposed rio ta·xation thaough in 1972 ... 73 

Rs 10 Crores per annum was imposed~5- Mysore had no taxation 
. . 

proposal between 1966-67 and 1969-70, and only in 1970-71, ·it 

proposed additional taxation me~sures. Moreover in some states 

where taxes were levied, different methods were used to 

collect surplus agricultural profit without a direct land tax. 

The diversity of measures by whieh the taxation of land is 

sought to be increased is, at once a measure of the possibtlities 

and the reluctance of the state governments to go in boldly for 

greater taxation of land. Hence if we look at Table II we find 

that while from 1951 to the end of the third plan, revenue 

gained from the land ro$e steadUy, in 1966-67 there was a 

sharp decline from 114 crores in the 3rd Plan to 90 Crores 1n 

1966-67, and it rose slowly after 1967. Such a sudden drop 

in the amount of land revenue levied on an all-India basis can 

only be explained by the reluctance of the non-COngress 

44. Ibid. 403 
45. Ibid. 
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ministers in many states to tax the rural sector. Most of 

these new ministries were made up of groups which had 

attained political power for the first tim~, and were keen 

to gain popul• support from the electorate. 

A study of the tevenue policy adopted by suceess~ve 

gro~e in U.P. between 1967 aod 1974 s~ws how differen~. 

political parties on coming to power vied with each other to 

gain mass support -to improve their political position. 

The SVD Government under Charan Singh was not only 

the fi.r st non-c:ongre.ss government in U .p •. , ·but it waa made 

~ largely of defectors from the ranks of the congress. 

Unsure of themselves and realising the need for mass 

support, one of the first few deeitdons of the new . 

government was the abolition of land revenue over a period 

of five years. 46 Charan Singh in the assembly held that it 

was the opinion of his ministry that land revenue was 

retrogressive as 1 t did not take into account the farmers 

income and was based on a particular area of land. Charan 

Singh h1mself was not in favour of the measure, but 

yielded to the pressure exerted on him by the other p.arti•s 

in the coalition. The SSP however was not satisfied 

with his decision, and wanted all land levy to ~ abolished 

immediately and not over a length of time. The state unit 

of the SSP even carried on an agitation throughout October 

in the districts to resist the eollection of land revenue, 

and the SSP ministers threatened to resign. 47 Pinally Charan 

46. Indian Express, New Delhi, 28 June, 1967 
47. Hindus tan Times, Delhi, 14 October.. 1967 
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Singh agreed to the abolition of land revenue upto Rs 2 on 

small holdings •. 48 the levy on holdings Up to 6.25 acres he 

said would be reduced to half. Charan Singh and his group 

had to agree to the dem,mds of the SSP,. because the former . 
had the support of the CPI, Swatantra, cand the J'an Sangh,; 

and the" parties with their combined strength could remow 
I 

the SVD government. Thus this compromise was not on economic 

grounds. It was the result of the firs~ wave of non-congressism, 

and attempt to gain popularity. Thus all the political 

parties eonsti tuting the SVD were eager to abolish land 

revenue so as to gain the support of the peasant class. 

The desire to gain popular support led the SV0 to 

abolish not only the agricultural land reve.nue but the 

urban land and House Tax also. this further cut the States 

revenue by nearly Rs 2 crore.s per annum.49 This was also 

a part of the 19 poin.t progranme. At the same time. increased 

Dearness Allowance was granted to all $tate Employees 

creating a further loss of Rs 10 Crores. 50 This ,meant a 

total loss of Rs 12 a-ores annually, or Rs 48 ·Crores over 

the remaining 4th Plan period. ln 1968, the SVJ) abolished 

the Sales Tax on Cane Seeds to promote cane cultivation in 

the State creating a fresh loss to thtl alJready depleted 

exchequer. 51 

48. Times of India, Delhi, 27 October, 1967 
49. Statesman, Delhi, 5 .May, 1967 

50. Ibid. 
51. National Herald, Delhi~ 29 January, 1968. 
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factions came to an agreement to abolish revenue on ·holding& 

upto 3.125 aeres. The size of the exeapted holding was fixed 

at 3.125, a figure considerably less than the 6.25 acres 

suggested hy Gupta, so as to improve the image of the New 

congress and the B.K.D. as against that of the old congress. 

However in October, 1970, the government led by Charan 
52. National Herald, I'Jelhf, lanuax-y 2, 1970 · 
53. Times of India, Delhi, 26 February, 1970 
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Singh fell. When in necember, a bill seeking to exempt 

holdings upto 3.125 was introduead, the opposition psrties 

led by the SSP persuaded T .N .Singh the Chief Minister to 

raise the size of the exempted holdings to 6.25 aeres. 54 

With the 1971 parliamentary elections dra.lng close, almost 
.'fl.~ 

all the parties supported this demand. More than 70 %of 

the States 12 million peasant families stood to gain from 

this• and in the 1971 elections the opposition parties were 

keen to keep the congress from gaining a majority. 

Thus we see that the two SVD governments tried to use 

their terms in office as if' they were interim regimes in 

a period''.of political changes. They did not consider them ... 

selves as alternatives in a stable political system to the 

main ruling party. They paid less attention to husbanding 

their resources than to dramatic exh.ibi tion of pro-people 

sentiments. There seemed to be in fact an •unusual consensus• 

among the Cr~ef Ministers during this period to avoid 

fresh taxes. The reasons for this are obvious. Political 

pradaace specially when elections were very close was tlearly 

required. The ruling party's behaViour· is less easy to 

undex-stand specially after its return to power in 1971 

with a stable majority. Hence it has been remarked that 

for the various faction leaders, "the state is an 1mpoesi

tion on a society or9anised on the basis of the caste syGtem, 

54. ~atrika, Delhi, 17 December, 1970 

55. Hamdi Bey, "Reluctance To Tax_., Statesman 
(Delhi: 27 July, 1971} 
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and the eorporate village. Hence there is little real12ation 

of its utility as s means for economie development.*~5 

After the 1.971 elections, when tbe eon9ress returned 

to power it was hoped that the new government. tAOuld make· 

an attenl>t to 1rrpose rtelt'J taxes. Klfnlapathi Tripathi ·promised 

a .8 heavy t'.ose of taxation. • 56 When he came to power, . the 

deficit was ever Rs 37.20 crores out of whicth 16 crores was . 
due to the exenption of landholdings upto 6.25 acres from 

revenue. 57 The budget presented both in 1971 and 1972 by tb• 

Hew Congress gove.rnment betrayed a reluctance to restore the 

taxe$ abolished by the. SVD' govemment. Hence the hope that 

the congress will restore economic order proved incorrect. In 

1972 the assembly elections in other States and by-elections 

in U .P. were over by the time the budget was presented. Wt th 

relative political stability restored end elections not du~ 

till 1974 the congress government could have raised more 

resources. Rather the 1972 budget contained a massive deficit 

of fts 61 crores. 58 The financial indiscipline in the patty 

and the met:e desire to keep the popular image of the party 

was seen in the statement of the Finance Minister that he •" we& 

not presenting any proposals at present to cover this deficit. • 59 

ln 1913 alse no new taxes were imposed by the congress govertt

ment. In the condition of backwardness. this ean only be 

seen as a demonstration of unwillingness to make a serious 

55. H~mdl Bey, •Reluctance To Tax•, StaJ;esqs.a.,n (Delhi; 2'7 July 
1971). 

5'6. Mo·therland, Delhi. 12 .Julyt 1'71 
57. Ibid. 
58. Nation~l Herbld. :~lh1. 25 March 1972. 
59. Jbi$1,. 
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attenpt to mob1llse resoureea for fear of polltleal conse

quences. 

Thus we see that in U.P. • factions have pl~d an 

Ulportant role in the economic life of the State. They have 

been responsible not only for the rise and fall of government, 

but have detemined by their activity the nature of the 

policies adopted by successive governments. The issue of 

sugar and land levy, are merely exafl1)1es of such aettv1ty 

wllch pervades almost all spheres of governmental action. 

1'be eongtoess party therefore must be viewed as a political 

organisation whose le.adership is eon~erned with providing 

material and status satisfactions to its members rather 

than an ideological party faced with the problem of reconcil

ing diverse intellectual positions. 
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TABLI II 

· 1951 •~~-Jf1.'~~;-.;;:.::.....-a 
-52 
Aver
age. 

48 65 91 114 

1966- 1971-· ercen-
67 '72 ta9e of 

aver- ave... State 
.age. age. . Tax 

.9() 101 6. 

INDIVIpue ST(\TE TAXIS •. LAND REVENU§ - ALL INPI6 AV§Y@ " . . . - . . . 

ftef : L.Venkatraman n. 400, Table IV 
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CHAPTER- 5 

Cpnclusi2Q 

Our study of factional activity within the congress 

party of U .P. shows that factions play an important part 

in the social, political and economic. processes operating 

within a society. In Indian politics, for long the te:rm 

faction has been viewed in a negative light mainly - for 

many it carries connotations signifying a sore on the 

body politic that requires 1'Uthless aurgical intervention. 

Their concern about factionalism stems from its supposedly 

dysfunctional and disintegrative role in the political 

system, and its normative undertones which imply the pre

dominance in the political realm of narrow parochial 

loyalties as against loyalty to a bxoader political community. 

However, factions must be viewed, as an integral part of a 

complete social system, and not apart from it, as merely 

groups operating within a political party. The phenomena of 

factionalism must be seen in terms of a structural response 

of society to the process of authoritative allocation of 

values. lt is only when we view particular responses to its 

environmental pressures - we will be able to grasp the role 

of factions. Parties, as Samuel Elders~e11 has observed, 

are merely a structural response to the n~eds of a social 

and political system in a particular milieu. lt is not 

implied here that, the existence of factions within a party 

such as the Congress is correct, but that, as we have seen 

in the case of U .P., factions merely grC7N and respond to 
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. their environment. In this light, a ffiiN general con ... 

elusions can be attempted. 

Socially, factions in U.P. still belong to the tra

ditional social order. they are merely an ex~en.sion 

into the political sphere of group behaviour found at 

all levels in Indian society from the village up.vards. 

At the village, Mandal and often even the district 

level, caste and personality are often the dete1Tnining 

factors in the formation, and functioning of factions. 

t{owever.. at the state level where the legislative 

assembly and executive of the party 1$ involved• caste 

is no longer the determining factor. The case studies 

on sugar and land politics show. that at this level, 
dec i S.iVKS 

where important di•t'iSiQns have to be made factions 

become a function of interest.At lower levels such 
d e.c;~ilfl'\.S · · 

division&- are merely transmitted and implemented.Hence 

the nature of factional activity is detemined by the 

level at which it occurs in the social system. This 

does not mean that factional behaviour at the State level 

is more sophisticated. The manner in which factions 
det..i~~ 

settl~ disputes, personalities clash, and divisieAs are 

rnade, are more or less the same. 

Politically, factions are the means whereby the 

Congress party has bee.n able to keep a hetel'Ogenous 

follctNing together, whether in U .P. or elsewhere. In 

polities the congress acquired a character analogous 

to Hinduism in the realm of faith. Factions are the 



count•rpart of J ac1• and like then have regional V4111'1.., 

tlons1• Both contain th• ttconfllet• wttht.n confines, one 

of the bellctf pa.ttem, .and the otnex of tbe pa~y &tructur• 

supported by the exl!rtenee of a wl.de range- of demand tn

ruta, ·and frapented interests seeking reconclll~t10ft. 

fac'-tons vd.thia tbe c.ongpaa _pany .in u • .v. h~vo affected 

the t»ll tical aystem a a • whole. They have perpetrat•d 

• stya of political furu:t1onlng wntch baa bean followea 

by all ot.her opposition parties as well. Most of the 

opJ.c"'&ltlon pertlea ltt U .P. are not partle$. wh1eb have not 

cease up aa aucceasf~l opponents of • dosnlrumt p-arty. Rather 

they Ol'lgtnated aa groups w1thi.n t.he tu11ng P•rty, and 

later separated from J.t, car:J:Vin9 ~ a ra.ethod of polltle•l 

funct1on1ng leaznt within it. 

HO!iilever, it 1s 1ft the econCIMt.c aphere that factlona have 

bed an lapac=t on tbe aoc 1al flJGttm of u .f.:. 1h• Intimate, 
• 

and dlreet re1atlonah1p betrteen economic tJnd political po.ver 
' 

In the ·Indien pol1t1co1 a.yst• 1• too evident to be 

anphaslstd.. Th• PJ'lvate sector of tho eeooo:ay, the big 

but1nesa being the bl.ggest benef1c1a.ry of the 11bed ecvn.cay 

pattern unfolded In t.w~ decades of polltleal 11be:rallar, 

haa acquired such • eoclal base ln pa~i.Qs factlont and el1t• 

ga-oupa tbat any aer1oua mov• to Mtl1.dge lta econ<*lcally 

detrimental •PJ"lv11•gea• and socially lnjut1ous •J'ight• • 
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meets with a furore. Factions in U.P. are largely res

ponsible- together with pressure - groups • for the 

phenomena of the interaction and inter-penetration of 

organised economic interests and political parties. If 
~ ' politie-a-1 means, "striving to-. share power., or striving 

to incluence the distribution of power, either among 

states, or among groups in a state"2 then both parties 

and business groups are bound to influence one another.A 

serious study of the phenomena of India politics from 

this standpoint shows, that there is a great deal of 

diffe;:ence between the policies of ~developed" and 

"developing" countries. Interests remain relatively un

organised in traditional societies, and develop gradually 

with increasing industrialization. Hence in India, we 

find the growing process of the inter-action and inter

penetration of organised business in politics of the 
~ 

country - not ensuing in having a party of its own - but 

operating with the f~amework of political party con

genia_l to the cause of interest aggregation .• 

The growth of the economic power of the industrial 

bourgeoisie of India is hence the result of basic political 

process operating in the country. An analysis of the 

position of the sugar magnates in U.P. politics, 

2. 



lmed1ately b1ghl:1ghts the nature of the linkages that 

exist between the corporate s~tor, and the decision• 

making agencies 1n the government. The sugar magnates 

have managed to establish various contact points with 

multiple political ageneles established for the regula• 

tion and direction of economic activity in the State.Th1s 

inter-actional model of "business and govemment• suggests 

that the causes for the gJ"OWth of economic power have ·to 

be seaxched for 1n th~ process of polit1cs3. 

finally by their combined activities• factions have 

affected the nature and 1ntemal stxuetu.re of the congress 

paS'ty. The congress has been one of the most successful 

movements among the third world countries of A&la and' 

Africa. Inspite of its many failin"gs, since Independence, 

it has helped the Indian political system to su:r.vive and 

operate. In most of the developing countries undergoing mo

d~rnbatlon and developnent., the political&yatem has not been 

able to survive the accompanying political tension and 

strains, and there bas been 1n many cases z.evers1on to 

mll1 tarv rule,. or some fo~m of dlctatorahip. The congress 

has been successful lqrgely because it has been able to 

tolerate a number of diverse factional groupings 1n it. 

factions h~ve become to a large extent. a part of the 
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eongtess. and the Indian political system. The party has 

become in lndia as elsewhere, •a note mobiliser"1nade up of 

an "alliance of interests5•. As David Truman suggests, what 

activities are implied by the.designation {political party) 

•depends upon the time, place, level of government and 

section of country 1nvolved•6. 

4. Pendleton Her:ting, Politics of Democrac~ (New Yord,Rhinehart & 
· Company, 1940):55 
5.~ 
6. David Truman, Governmental Process (New Yord:.Alfred A Kropf, 

1953) :282 
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